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Kiran Karnik

basic services, such as access to tele-health or online banking, at the click of a button. HelpAge seeks to overcome this 
by training programmes aimed at facilitating digital literacy. However, digital usage also brings with it vulnerability to 
online scams and frauds. Unfortunately, elders are the most susceptible and often end up losing their life’s earnings, 
sometimes by simply clicking on a fraudulent link. To guard against this, HelpAge has initiated Digital Safety Training 
for Elders.

Elder abuse is a growing reality, and the perpetrators sadly are often their own kin. While 59% elders acknowledging 
that it is prevalent in society, only 10% admit to being a victim of abuse. Providing timely support, guidance, and an 
opportunity to share their woes with others is vital. In this, the government run ‘Elderline’ (14567) plays a critical role. 
HelpAge India is a strong implementing partner for the Elderline in select states.

I am delighted that HelpAge India was accorded with a VO1A rating from CRISIL, the highest given to any voluntary 
organisation, after being assessed on its strong delivery capability and financial proficiency. This reaffirms the robust 
systems and processes that we have in place. 

It has been a year of much progress, as HelpAge India continued its multi-faceted programmes for elders (details of 
some of these are in this report). Yet – as always - there is much to be yet done, and a long way to go, to ensure that 
elders live healthy, productive and dignified lives. In these times of rapid change, HelpAge India is exploring new needs 
and opportunities. We are particularly seeing how best to use technology to further scale up, enhance our impact, and 
increase our efficiency.

We continue to explore all new means for effective outreach and look forward to working with the support of all 
stakeholders, including the government, corporates, individuals and community. 

A warm word of gratitude to our donors for their generosity and sensitivity. Our work would not have been possible 
without your support. I also want to thank the many individuals who come forward to help us. I would urge more 
individuals to come forward and be a part of this movement so as to ensure a happy and healthy future for all elders. 

I thank my colleagues in the HelpAge Governing Body and its Committees. They have given generously their time, 
given sage advice and been actively involved in guiding, assisting and helping the HelpAge team throughout.

The HelpAge team, led by its CEO, Rohit Prasad, has continued to work with great dedication, zeal and enthusiasm. Their 
commitment to the cause of the elders has been instrumental in propelling our journey forward.

The proof of a truly developed country lies in the way it 
nurtures its young, and also in how well it cares for its elders. 
HelpAge India’s national report ‘Bridge the Gap: Understanding 
Elder Needs’ was born out of that thought, to understand the 
gaps and address the needs of India’s elderly, especially the 
disadvantaged. 

By 2050, the elderly will comprise about 20% of India’s 
population, highlighting the urgent need for adequate social 
security at old age, strengthening public and private healthcare 
systems, and the need to ensure for accessibility to digital 
services. The report shows that 67% elders do not have any 
health insurance and only 13% are covered under government 
insurance schemes. HelpAge has tried to address this need 
by expanding its basic healthcare outreach to vulnerable and 
poor elderly, living in the remotest of villages and urban slums, 
virtually at their doorsteps, through its Mobile Healthcare Unit 
programme. While it gives much-needed succour to them, the 
numbers reached are but a small fraction of those in need.

Meanwhile, the fast-paced digitization of India, has been a 
challenge for many, particularly the elderly. Lack of digital 
literacy leaves them bereft of the benefits in accessing even 
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The year began with running a preventive healthcare awareness initiative, encouraging elders to take the 
precautionary dose of Covid Vaccination.

Post pandemic, mental well-being of elderly became a grave concern, our research has highlighted how loneliness, 
depression and mental health issues became a growing reality amongst elders. The lack of awareness and associated 
stigma affects early identification, diagnosis and linkage to care. Therefore, to address this concern, we launched 
‘Saarthak’ (the meaningful connector)a special mental health community-based initiativein collaboration with the 
National Institute of Mental Health and Neuro Sciences (NIMHANS), which aims to strengthen the community-
based mental healthcare support, by sensitising and building the capacity of community care givers across the 
country.

Increasing age also brings with it mobility issues. Addressing this challenge, we launched Project ‘Sugamya’ (enabling 
access),under which we started providing mobility aids to disadvantaged elders reducing their dependency levels 
and enhancing their functional ability.

Recognizing the increasing instances of online fraud and scams targeting elders particularly in urban areas for the 
first time, we launched Project ‘Surakshit’ (stay protected) a Digital Safety Training for Elders,aiming to safeguard 
senior citizens from online fraud.

Meanwhile, taking a holistic approach to empower rural elders, we launched Project ‘Saksham’ (capable and 
empowered). Through this project we are providing comprehensive digital and financial literacy training to 
vulnerable elders,with focus on older women, enabling them in particular to gain access to government benefit 
schemes.

None of this would have been possible, without the hard work and selfless contribution of our teams on ground 
and the support we received from our donors – corporates, individuals, partners, schools, institutions and the 
public at large.

We will continue to expand our outreach and influence policy, so our elders can lead enriched, dignified and 
empowered lives. I will need your continued support to help make that a reality, so let’s move forward with 
renewed energy and a resolution to build an age-friendly society.

Rohit Prasad

It has been a year of new initiatives and expanding our 
efforts to reach out to more and more vulnerable elderly, 
aligned to our mission and the society’s collective 
commitment to inclusivity, equality and SDG principle of 
‘Leave No One Behind’. To understand the overarching 
gaps in income and employment at old age, health and 
well-being, elder abuse and safety, as well as social and 
digital exclusion of older persons, we conducted a national 
research study titled ‘Bridge the Gap: Understanding 
Elder Needs’ which provided much-needed insights of 
the on-ground reality.

Our core programmes continue to focus on elder needs 
in the area of healthcare, agecare, livelihoods, emergency 
response, along with policy advocacy, knowledge 
and research. Our community based, evidence driven 
interventions (including ‘mobile healthcare units’ network 
delivering primary care, vision restoration, palliative 
care, one of the implementing partners of Government 
of India’s pioneering ‘Elderline 14567’ programme, senior 
citizen homes& helpdesks, Elder-Self-Help-Groups 
ESHGs) together reach more than 2 million elders, with 
about 80% living in rural areas and 60% women. 
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PANEL DISCUSSION ON 
STRENGTHENING HEALTH 
SYSTEMS
HelpAge India held a review session on the learnings & reflections 
from the USAID supported momentum Routine Immunization 
Transformation and Equity project for enabling Covid 19 
Vaccination for older persons, which was implemented by HelpAge 
India. This was followed by a panel discussion on ‘Strengthening 
the Health Response Systems for Older Persons’ where a special 
address was given by Mr. Rajiv Manjhi, Joint Secretary, Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India. Mr. Manjhi 
is leading the momentum Routine Immunization Transformation 
and Equity project National Programme for Health Care of the 
Elderly (NPHCE), focusing on healthy ageing. He spoke about 
the need for infrastructural support for elder healthcare and the 
need to address the overall healthcare of elderly, both physical 
and emotional. Mr. Kiran Karnik, Chairperson, HelpAge India, 
also spoke about how COVID-19 was a learning experience that 
revealed the need to fine-tune our health systems and that in 
order to understand elder needs and challenges better, we need 
advancements in geriatric research.
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Taking forward our efforts towards preventive 

healthcare, a special campaign to promote the 

COVID-19 Precautionary Dose, was organised at all our 

project locations. Under the campaign, information, 

outreach and communication material was customised 

and translated into 11 regional languages and awareness 

sessions were held, covering nearly 1 lakh beneficiaries 

in more than 4500 locations across the country.

MAJOR PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE

AWARENESS ABOUT THE 
COVID-19 PRECAUTIONARY 
DOSE



PROJECT SAKSHAM:

EMPOWERING RURAL ELDERS
Taking another significant step towards the empowerment of rural elders, HelpAge launched ‘Project 

Saksham’, supported by AFHI-MetLife Foundation, across select project locations in Puducherry, Bihar 

& West Bengal. This project will enable HelpAge to provide practical and comprehensive digital and 

financial literacy awareness to more than 17,000 seniors (with 64 percent being older women) from 1392  

Elder-Self-Help-Groups. It will help them, gain access to government benefit programmes and use 

digital financial services in a secure and confident manner. Under the project, elders will also receive 

comprehensive training and financial support to start or grow their own economic activities, as well as 

gain access to quality primary healthcare services. The project is a holistic model aimed at ensuring elder 

empowerment and dignity.

Accordingly, 14 Cluster Level Digital Centres are now in place and elderly are being enrolled for the 

PMGDISHA course by the CSC e-Governance and are accessing online learning from National Council of 

Organic Farming and National Farming.
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PROJECT SUGAMYA:

HELPING ELDERS WITH MOBILITY
More than 40% of senior citizens face functional disability in the 

country. Most belong to the unorganised sector and are unable 

to afford basic mobility aids such as canes, crutches, walkers, 

wheelchairs, etc. To tackle this challenge, HelpAge India launched 

‘Project Sugamya’, a pan-India effort to provide mobility aids 

to disadvantaged elders and help improve their quality of life, 

increase livelihood opportunities and reduce dependence on family 

and caregivers, thereby enabling them to live with dignity and 

independence. More than 4100 mobility aids were distributed under 

the project.
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PROJECT SURAKSHIT:

DIGITAL LEARNING & SAFETY 
In a move to empower India’s elders to tap into the convenience of digitally-accessible services whilst 

ensuring that they are protected against online frauds and scams, HelpAge India launched an online safety 

training programme for 50,000 elders across India, with grant support from Google.org. The workshops 

offer seniors essential digital safety training, equipping them with critical skills to navigate the internet 

safely and securely, and reap the benefits of online digital conveniences. Workshops are being organized 

in collaboration with Senior Citizens’ Associations across the country, where a customised audio-visual 

curriculum covering various topics, was created for easy understanding of elders, providing information & 

advice on how to stay safe online while navigating the online world.
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LAUNCH OF ‘BRIDGE THE GAP’ 

REPORT 
To have a deeper understanding of the overarching gaps in elder care, 
HelpAge India conducted a research study and released a report, 
titled ‘Bridge the Gap: Understanding Elder Needs’ nationwide, 
marking ‘World Elder Abuse Awareness Day’ in June 2022. The aim 
was to understand the gaps in income and employment at old age, 
health and well-being, elder abuse and safety, as well as, social and 
digital exclusion of older persons, which prevent them from living, 
happy, healthy and productive lives. The report spanning 22 cities, 
focused not only on the core existential issues that older persons 
deal with on a day-to-day basis, but also took stock of the entirety 
of their experiences. In the national capital, the report was released 
by Chief Guest, Mr. R. Subrahmanyam, Secretary, Ministry of Social 
Justice and Empowerment, Govt. of India, followed by an in-depth 
panel discussion.

Thousands of senior citizens participated in various events across the 
country marking the day, from signature campaigns, to walkathons, 
seminars, pledge campaigns, cycle rallies, performances by school 
children and much more, raising awareness about the needs of 
older persons. 

MARKING ‘WORLD ELDER ABUSE AWARENESS DAY’

LAUNCH OF ‘SAARTHAK’ – 

INITIATIVE FOR THE  

MENTAL WELL-BEING 

OF THE ELDERLY 
After a gap of two years post the pandemic, 
HelpAge India marked ‘International Day of Older 
Persons’ (October 1) with the launch of a first-of-
its-kind mental health programme titled ‘Saarthak’– 
a community-based initiative for the mental 
well-being of the elderly, in collaboration with 
the national institute of mental health and Neuro 

Sciences (NIMHANS). The project aims to strengthen community based mental health care support, by 
building the capacity of 10,000 non-specialist health workforce and community care givers on geriatric 

mental health across the country, over a period of a year with subsequent scale-up.

The project was jointly launched at Delhi’s India International Centre, by Dr. Ritu Rana, Mission Head– 

Healthcare, HelpAge India, and Dr. P.T. Sivakumar, Professor and Head of Geriatric Psychiatry Unit, NIMHANS, 

in the presence of Dr. Vinod K. Paul, Member, NITI Aayog, Govt. of India, and Mr. Rakesh Bharti Mittal, Past 

President CII, VC, Bharti Enterprises and Ms. Rumjhum Chatterjee, Vice Chairperson, HelpAge India.
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No outreach or service can be done, without the 

help of our donors and supporters, who provide 

the much-needed fuel and impetus, to make a 

difference in the lives of the vulnerable elderly on 

ground. Recognizing their support & contribution, 

a  Recognition Ceremony was held, acknowledging 

donors, institutions and partners, who were 

awarded for their exemplary support and service 

to the elder cause.

AWARDEES 

∙ M.M. Sabharwal Award to SJVN Foundation

∙ P.L. Roy Award to REC Foundation

∙ Samson Daniel Award to Ryan International  
 Group of Institutions

∙ Gold Plate Award to NSE Foundation and CIPLA  
 Foundation

∙ Silver Plate Award to The Hans Foundation and  
 Adani Foundation

∙ Bronze Plate Award to Teva Pharmaceuticals &  
 its Affiliates, India

Plaque of Recognition (CSR)

∙ NALCO Foundation

∙ ABB India

∙ Fullerton India Credit Company Limited

∙ GMR Varalakshmi Foundation

∙ Isthmus Industries Private Limited

∙ JSW Foundation

Plaque of Recognition (Schools)

∙ Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan

∙ Techno India Group Public School, Kolkata

∙ St. Karen’s Group of Schools, Patna

∙ Seth Anandram Jaipuria School, Ghaziabad

∙ O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh

∙ Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Kolkata

∙ P.V. Modi School, Rajkot

∙ Delhi Public School, Secunderabad

∙ Police DAV Public School, Jalandhar 

∙ St. Xavier’s School, Hazaribagh

∙ Dr. Virendra Swarup Education Centre, Kanpur

Plaque of Recognition (Social Impact)

∙ Confederation of Senior Citizens Associations  
 of Delhi

∙ National Institute of Social Defence (NISD)

∙ CSC Academy

∙ Akshayvat Bujurg Mahasangh

∙ Sri Chaitanya Seva Trust

∙ CanSupport

Covid Care Awards:

∙ HSBC India

∙ Julius Baer 

∙ Asian Paints Limited

∙ Nayara Energy Limited

∙ John Snow, Inc (JSI). 

∙ UNFPA India

∙ Procter & Gamble Health Limited

∙ JP Morgan Services India Private Limited

The day was also marked across the country 
through various events such as inter-generational 
walkathons, marches, interactive activities for 
elders, seminars, etc.
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CRISIL VO1A CERTIFICATION
HelpAge India was accorded with a Voluntary 
Organisation Grading Certificate from CRISIL with 
a VO1A rating, the highest given to any Voluntary 
Organisation. The V01A grading was done after a 
thorough process of due diligence and an assessment 
on two main parameters – delivery capability and 
financial proficiency. The VO1A grading reaffirms the 
faith in the work done on-ground, the impact made 
and in the people who make it happen.

SAT PAUL MITTAL NATIONAL AWARD
HelpAge India was honoured to receive the ‘Platinum Award 2022’, as part of the Sat Paul Mittal Awards for 
its service to the cause of disadvantaged elders in India. The award was presented at an event in Ludhiana 
by the Governor of Punjab, Sh. Banwarilal Purohit and was received by Mr. Rohit Prasad, CEO, HelpAge 
India. The Sat Paul Mittal Awards for outstanding service to humanity were instituted in 1992 by Nehru 
Sidhant Kender Trust, Ludhiana, in the fond memory of its Founder President, Late Shri Sat Paul Mittal.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

It was a year of recognitions for the amazing work our teams on the ground 
and across our various offices have been doing. Here are some highlights:



LEH-LADAKH 
OLD AGE HOME 
RECEIVES 
RECOGNITION
HelpAge received a ‘Letter of 

Appreciation’ from the Hon’ble Chief 

Executive Councillor, Advocate Tashi 

Gyalson, Ladakh Autonomous Hill 

Development Council Leh, for its 

pioneering old age home set-up in 

Shey, Leh-Ladakh - an integrated 

model facility for the care of destitute 

older persons, a first-of-its-kind.
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GUIDESTAR INDIA PLATINUM CERTIFICATION
HelpAge India received the GuideStar India Platinum Certification for ‘Transparency & Public Accountability’ 
in its work during the past year, serving the disadvantaged and poor elderly. GuideStar India is India’s 
largest and most reliable NGO information repository.

The prestigious GuideStar India Champion Level-Platinum certification awarded underwent a rigorous due 
diligence process, and is an indication of a high level of accountability and good governance procedures 
adopted by the organisation.  
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PARTICIPATION IN VARIOUS FORUMS

We continued to enhance our participation in key policy forums, knowledge events, seminars, sector 
gatherings, etc. The following are some notable mentions: 

∙ Attended the Finance Ministry’s Budget Consultation meet for the social sector held in November 2022. 

∙ Joined NITI Aayog’s consultative meeting on ‘Aids & Assistive Living Devices’. 

∙ Our State teams continued to engage with policy makers and participate in government committees and 

 policy consultations. For example, our West Bengal state representative was invited by the State Social  

 Welfare Department for a consultative session on revisiting the ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ for the  

 running of old age homes, our Chhattisgarh state representative was included in a ‘Working Group’ of the  

 Health Department under the National Programme for Health Care of the Elderly.

∙ Participated in the ‘National Parliament for Women and Issues & Challenges faced by them’ organised by  

 the National Commission for Women.

∙ Entered into a partnership with the West Bengal State Rural Livelihood Mission (Anandadhara) under the  

 National Rural Livelihood Mission and Action Groups Aimed at Social Reconstruction (AGRASAR).

∙ Participated in a National CSR Meet in Delhi organised by CSC Academy and Digital India.

∙ HelpAge India became a member of the Civil-20, a sub-group of the G-20, that provides a platform 

 for Civil Society Organizations (CSO) around the world to reflect on the primary and common concerns 

 affecting people across the world, and to promote social and economic development with the vision  

 of leaving no one behind. HelpAge engaged on various platforms, highlighting the condition of older  

 persons in India, pressing on policy recommendations to improve their living conditions and enable an  

 equal and just society for older people in India.

∙ Participated in the ‘Multi-Stakeholder Engagement for Active & Healthy Ageing among Elderly Women’  

 workshop led by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India.

∙ Contributed in the consultation and feedback session conducted for the ‘Draft Global Report on Health  

 Equity for Persons with Disabilities’ by the World Health Organization.
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INITIATIVES BY AMERICAN FRIENDS OF HELPAGE  
INDIA (AFHI)
American Friends of HelpAge India (AFHI) spread its wings through various initiatives through the year. 
For the first time, AFHI participated in ‘India Giving Day’, a national day of philanthropy dedicated to India’s 
development. Mr. Pramod Bhasin, Board President of AFHI and Governing Board member of HelpAge India, 
took the lead, by matching every donation received by AFHI, there by doubling the impact made for the 
elder cause. One of the highlights of the campaign was the support given by young student volunteer 
Eisha Yadav, who not only contributed towards the cause, but also championed it across social media 
platforms. AFHI is now looking forward to engaging more such young champions, who will go on to become 

ambassadors for the elder cause and help improve the lives of disadvantaged elders in India.

LEH-LADAKH 
ELDERLINE 
INAUGURATION
The Ladakh national helpline for 
senior citizens ‘Elderline (14567)’ was 
inaugurated by Ms. Padma Angmo, 
Secretary, Department of Social and 
Tribal Welfare Ladakh. HelpAge India is the 
implementing partner of the Elderline in 
collaboration with the National Institute of 
Social Defence (NISD) and the Department 
of Social and Tribal Welfare Ladakh,  

Mr. Amit Singh Chandel, Director, Social and Tribal Welfair Ladakh, Dr. Rajesh, State Head - Himachal 
Pradesh & Ladakh, HelpAge India, among other dignitaries who are a core part of the project, were present 
during the inauguration. The services offered by the Elderline to older persons include – information (e.g 
pension related, medical services, etc.), guidance, and emotional support. Besides this, field intervention 
related services such as the rescue of homeless elders, shelter, counselling, guidance on health-related 
issues and legal services are provided by the field officer at a block/district level.

KEY LAUNCHES AND PARTNERSHIPS
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SENIOR CITIZENS 
HELP DESK AT 
AIIMS RAIPUR
Senior citizens visiting AIIMS Raipur will 
now have a far less daunting hospital 
visit experience with the inauguration, 
of HelpAge India’s ‘Elder Help Desk’.  
Through this desk, various facilities like 
assistance for hospitalisation, discharge, 
online-offline appointments, drop-off and 
pick-up of senior citizens guiding them 
to various departments and collecting 
of reports, will be made available inside 
the AIIMS campus for senior citizens. 
The Elders Help Desk will be operated 
by HelpAge India in association with the 
Medical Social Welfare Unit of AIIMS.

CARE AND WELLNESS CENTRE FOR PALLIATIVE CARE 

PATIENTS
HelpAge India’s Tamaraikulam Elders’ Village (TEV) in Cuddalore, Tamil Nadu, is now home to a Care and 
Wellness Centre for palliative care patients, thanks to the generous support of sensitive donors. The Centre 
will go a long way in ensuring that elders who are bedridden or immobile, are able to receive better care  
and support in their later years, and live in comfort with dignity.
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ANDROID-BASED APPLICATION FOR 
HEALTHCARE DATA
An Android-based Management Information System (MIS) application - M-Sparsh - 
was launched for capturing data through HelpAge’s Mobile Healthcare Units and is 
being rolled out in phases across the country. The system will help track outreach 

to elder beneficiaries covered under HelpAge’s healthcare services through its Mobile Healthcare Unit 
(MHU) programme and also keep track of diseases of individual patients. Currently 100 MHU locations 
have started using the application and more than 80,000 treatments along with diagnosis have been 
captured by the App.

RELEASE OF RESEARCH REPORT 
SUPPORTED BY UNFPA
HelpAge India released a report titled ‘Good Age Care Practices during the COVID-19 Pandemic’ that delved 
into the role played by Voluntary Organisations in supporting State and Central government initiatives 
during the pandemic. The report, which was supported by UNFPA, was released in Delhi on ‘International 
Volunteer Day’ (December 5). The launch was followed by a multi-stakeholder panel discussion, attended 
by Ms. Andrea Wojnar, Representative UNFPA India and Country Director Bhutan, Mr. Amarjeet Sinha, 
Former Secretary, Department of Rural Development (Govt. of India), Prof. Santosh Kumar, National 
Institute of Disaster Management and Mr. Harsh Jaitli, CEO, VANI, who shared their learnings from the 
ground.
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STORIES FROM THE FIELD

LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME: 

The ‘Green Warrior’

Proving that the power of determination can overcome any odds, including the barriers of ageing, 70-year-

old Tara Devi, from Kataiya village in Supaul district (Bihar), has become a inspirational icon. Until a few 

years ago, Tara Devi’s entire family were working as farm labourers and struggling to make ends meet. 

Today, she is earning enough to support her family and is also able to provide employment to other women, 

helping empower them financially. She is able to ensure at least 100 days of employment every year to this 

workforce of older women. 

Despite no formal education, Tara today has a flourishing agricultural business. Her fortune changed when 

she joined Akshyavat Bujurg Mahasangh, one of HelpAge India’s Elder-Self-Help-Groups (ESHGs) under 

‘Project Astitva’. With some seed money from the group, she started planting cauliflower, radish, and other 

vegetables. This year alone, she has cultivated one acre of cauliflower.

She started the cultivation with an initial amount of Rs. 50,000 with a part of it coming from her own 

savings and the rest through a loan from the ESHG, where members create a corpus through monthly 

savings. She is expecting to earn more than 1 lakh from the cultivation.

The best part is she is also a ‘green warrior’ as she practices organic farming, with fertiliser and manure that 

is being made by her and other members of the Akshyavat Bujurg Mahasangh. 

She is an inspiration for not just elders like herself, but also for youngsters, who are motivated by her 

entrepreneurial skills and drive. She is a role model of self-reliance & independence, and an active contributor 

to the community.
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Weaving Independence

91-year-old Lalmohan Paswan from Bihar, is no ordinary man. Wanting to contribute to India’s ‘Azadi Ka 

Amrit Mahotsav’ celebrating 75 years of India’s Independence, this self-professed Gandhian and admirer 

of Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr. Rajendra Prasad, undertook an incredible feat of stitching 450 national flags 

in seven days.

Paswan’s story is one of defeating the odds and breaking all barriers. He was one of nearly three million 

people, whose lives were turned upside down by the devastating Kosi floods of 2008, which killed hundreds 

of people. He lost his home and cattle during the floods, and was left with no means of survival.

His struggle to keep his family alive continued, till fate intervened and he was discovered by HelpAge India 

in 2014 when the organisation was in the process of setting up Elder-Self-Help-Groups (ESHGs) to help 

flood affected elders regain their independence and dignity through its sustainable income-generation 

model. He became a member of the Bajrang Vriddh Self-Help-Group and was given a loan to purchase a 

sewing machine. A role model of active ageing, today he not only is able to support his own family, but 

also contributes to the nation.
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VISION RESTORATION:

Regaining Life’s Radiance

65-year-old Ningavva Kunnur, belongs to a remote village in the Dharwad district of Karnataka. She married 

at a young age and had a simple dream of having a happy family with children, who would bring joy in 

the couple’s life and support them once they got older. However, it was not meant to be. She had multiple 

miscarriages and due to financial constraints, the couple could not seek any medical solutions for their 

situation and eventually gave up on having children. 15 years ago, Ningavva lost her only source of support 

and companionship, with the death of her husband. Since then, Ningavva has been staying all alone in a 

tiny house with bare minimum facilities and surviving on a meagre pension.

In recent years, Ningavva started struggling with the gradual loss of vision, which made it difficult for her 

to carry on with her day-to-day activities. Getting an eye check-up required money, which she was hard 

pressed for. Fortunately, she heard from her neighbours that there was a free eye check-up camp being 

organised in a neighbouring village by HelpAge India. Ningavva decided go along with her neighbours.

The check-up revealed that she had cataract in both her eyes. She was told that since she could not afford 

the surgery, it would be free of cost for her and that she need not worry about any extra expenditures 

either. Ningavva was relieved and immediately agreed. She was then taken to HelpAge India’s partner 

hospital in Hubli where she underwent surgery for both eyes and got intraocular lens implants. For Ningavva, 

having her eyesight restored was like regaining her last remaining companion to support her through her 

challenging life.

Today, Ningavva can move around easily, independently manage her daily needs and her eyes light up with 

a smile, when you meet her.

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
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RESTORING FUNCTIONAL MOBILITY

Retrieving Freedom
96-year-old, Gour Chandra Mondal lives in Patharchur village in West Bengal with his son, who works as a 

labourer, and is the sole breadwinner of the family.

Despite becoming physically fragile with age, Mondal is mentally strong and often says he would like to live 

for another 10 to 15 years. Unfortunately, he lost strength in his legs which severely curtailed his mobility 

and he was unable to move about independently. Our Mobile Healthcare Unit (MHU) team made a home 

visit and were moved by Mondal’s zest for life.

Mondal shared his desire of wanting to be more mobile and be able to visit his daughter, who lives at a 

distance from him. The HelpAge team provided him with a wheelchair through ‘Project Sugamya’. The 

wheelchair has transformed his life and has tremendously helped his functional mobility, resulting in overall 

improved health, reducing his stress levels and stabilizing his blood pressure. There is also a significant 

improvement in his posture and reduction of strain on his upper body. Mondal is now able to come to our 

MHU site on his own to get his health check-ups and has even visited his daughter’s house several times. 

Mondal is finally living the independent life he was praying for, and has become a source of motivation to 

all those around him.
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MOBILE HEALTHCARE:

A Vital Lifeline
80-year-old Nani Gopal Das, resident of Belghoria, West Bengal, has been visiting our Mobile Healthcare 

Unit (MHU) for over 20 years. He suffers from hypertension and osteoarthritis. He lives with his wife who 

has become almost completely blind due to diabetic retinopathy. Their only son has virtually abandoned 

them. Earlier, when his wife’s vision was better, she would visit the MHU along with her husband, but now 

she has become  completely homebound. 

Nani is a devoted husband and has taken on the role of being his wife’s sole caregiver. Over the years, his 

greatest fear has been, that if he ever falls sick, there will be no one to look after her. Therefore, he ensures 

that through HelpAge’s MHU, his primary healthcare needs are taken care of. Not only has the health 

support enabled him to effectively tackle his own health issues, but the treatment received by his wife 

through frequent home visits of the MHU team, has also helped stabilise her condition.

For Nani and his wife, the MHU has been a lifeline that they desperately needed.

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
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ELDER HELPLINE:

Reviving Life
75-year-old Dr. Rima*, was a health practitioner, who used to run her own clinic, but deteriorating 

health, forced her to discontinue her practice. She used to live alone. One day, a social worker from her 

neighbourhood, noticed the decline in her physical and mental faculties, and tried to convince her to move 

into an old age home, where she could be looked after. Dr. Rima, who had always been independent and 

able her whole life, was reluctant, fearing she will become dependent on others for her survival, plus the love 

for her home, where she has spent her whole life and the comfort of familiarity of her own surroundings, 

added to her hesitancy.

Things soon became worse as her mental health kept deteriorating, forcing the social worker to reach 

out to Government supported ‘Elderline-14567’ being run by HelpAge India. Our Field Response Officer 

immediately came to see Dr. Rima and gently persuaded her to get some help to regain her strength and 

peace of mind, and that she needed to move into a place where she could be cared for. The Police, who the 

Elder Helpline team work with closely, assured Dr. Rima that in her absence, they would ensure her house 

would remain secure. 

With all her doubts and fears allayed, Dr. Rima finally agreed to move into an old age home. After a few 

months, our Helpline officer visited her and found a whole new person in Dr. Rima, she was a lady now full 

of life, new energy and positivity. She shared,that being in a place with many like-minded elders like herself, 

gave her immense joy and today they have become her ‘new’ family.

*Name changed for protection of privacy.
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS 
Transforming Elder Lives

∙ Supports more than 2 million elders across the country through its programmes and initiatives.

∙ Operates one of Asia’s largest mobile healthcare networks for elders & their community with 170 Mobile  
 Healthcare Units operating across 2400 villages in 26 states & Union Territories.

∙ Delivers primary healthcare and health awareness to over 8 lakh disadvantaged elders, providing over  
 20 lakh treatments every year.

∙ Conducted 15,435 cataract surgeries through tie-ups with reputed hospitals and medical centres and  
 distributed 12,909 refraction error correction spectacles to elders with weak eyesight.

∙ Conducted 5 workshops under ‘Saarthak’ - a community-based initiative for mental well being of elderly which  
 aims to build the capacity of 10,000 community health workers, informal and institutional  
 caregivers, helping them in early identification of mental health issues among senior citizens.

∙ Supports lakhs of elders with information, guidance and response, through the ‘Elderline-14567’ service  
 under the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India, of which HelpAge India is the  
 implementing partner in select states.

∙ Run 8 barrier free homes for the aged in 5 states and supports more than 300 homes for disadvantaged  
 elders across India. Also runs 12 Agecare Centres in 5 States.

∙ Provides Geriatric Care Assistance to elders through HelpAge ‘Elder Help Desks’ set up at hospitals,  
 currently operational at AIIMS (Delhi), AIIMS (Rishikesh), AIIMS (Raipur), Rajiv Gandhi Government General  
 Hospital (Chennai) and Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Sciences (Lucknow).

∙ Provides 90,000 physiotherapy treatments every year to older persons with musculoskeletal diseases  
 such as back pain, arthritis and other age-related mobility challenges.

∙ Over 1 lakh elderly have been provided financial security through its pioneering Elder-Self-Help-Group  
 (ESHG) programme, with the establishment of more than 8000 ESHGs, 70% of which are now functioning  
 independently. 10,573 elderly from Elder-Self-Help-Groups were provided vegetable seed kits &  
 vermicomposting packets, to tide over their livelihood challenges, using environmentally friendly products, 
 and also helping them build up their nutritional status.

∙ 84 Common Service Centres have been institutionalised and linked to CSC e-Governance to connect poor  
 disadvantaged elders to government schemes & services. 1067 rural elderly have been trained under the  
 PMGDISHA Curriculum.

∙ HelpAge has been designated as the National Support Organization for the National Rural Livelihoods Mission  
 (NRLM). MOUs for strategic support have been signed with State Rural Livelihood Missions (SRLMs) of West  
 Bengal, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, to further elder inclusion in NRLM.

∙ Reached out to nearly 1 lakh senior citizens from Senior Citizens Associations by conducting  
 approximately 10,000 workshops on digital literacy & safety, legal & financial awareness and on the  
 ‘Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act’. 

∙ HelpAge advocates with the Government for age-friendly policies and laws on old age pension,  
 Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act and the National Policy on Senior Citizens.
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ADANI FOUNDATION has 
supported Mobile Healthcare for 
nearly a decade
Adani Foundation has been supporting 10 Mobile 
Healthcare Units and one Stationary Healthcare 
Centre at 6 locations across India, i.e Kattupalli 
(Tamil Nadu), Raigarh/Dholnara (Chhattisgarh), 
Dhamra (Odisha), Godda (Jharkhand), Kawai 
(Rajasthan) and Tirora (Maharashtra), enabling 
HelpAge India to bring essential primary 
healthcare to the doorsteps of poor and needy 
elders and the communities they live in.

SJVN FOUNDATION has extended 
support to Healthcare initiatives for 
over 10 years
SJVN Foundation has consistently supported 
HelpAge India’s Healthcare initiatives for over 10 
years through the project ‘Satluj Sanjeevani Seva’. 
The Foundation, which commenced its support in 
2013, has been supporting 14 Mobile Healthcare Units 
in the 4 States of Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, 
Bihar, and Maharashtra. SJVN Foundation has also 
supported Health Camps and a Physiotherapy Centre. 
The Foundation’s support has enabled HelpAge to 
reach elders and their communities in remote and 
hard-to-reach areas.

GOOGLE IT SERVICES INDIA PVT. 
LTD., Supported Project ‘Surakshit’ in 
16 states
In a move to digitally secure & protect India’s elderly, 
HelpAge India with the support of Google.org 
launched a digital safety awareness programme, for 
50,000 elderly in 16 states across India. The project 
is equipping elders with the skills required to tap into 
the convenience of digitally accessible services, whilst 
ensuring that they are protected against internet frauds 
and scams.

ASIAN PAINTS LTD. has supported 
Healthcare & Agecare projects for 18 
years
Asian Paints Ltd. is one of HelpAge India’s oldest and most 
consistent CSR partners. The company has supported 7 
Mobile Healthcare Units in Kasna (Uttar Pradesh), 
Khandala (Maharashtra), Sriperumbudur (Tamil Nadu), 
Rohtak (Haryana), Patancheru (Andhra Pradesh), Mysuru 
(Karnataka) and Ankleshwar (Gujarat), and 4 Stationary 
Healthcare Centres in Cuddalore (Tamil Nadu). Asian Paints 
has supported other projects in the past, such as Vision 
Restoration, Physiotherapy, and COVID-19 Relief via provision 
of essential care items, recovery kits, O2 concentrators and 
ventilators, as well.

Thank you! DONORS 
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CIPLA FOUNDATION has been a 
consistent supporter of numerous 
key initiatives

Cipla Foundation has supported 7 Mobile Healthcare 
Units (MHUs) in Patalganga/ Kurkumbh/ Satara 
(Maharashtra), Bommasandra (Karnataka), Pithampur 
(Madhya Pradesh) & Baddi (Himachal Pradesh) for 
destitute elders and their community. Also under 
‘Nikshay Mitra’, Cipla Foundation supported nutrition 
kits for TB patients in Khalapur (Maharashtra) & 
Nalagarh (Himachal Pradesh).

RURAL INDIA SUPPORTING 
TRUST supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
Rural India Supporting Trust (RIST) has 
been consistently supporting HelpAge 
India’s Healthcare interventions for over 5 
years. RIST has supported 15 Mobile Healthcare 
Units (MHUs) in Telangana, Uttarakhand and 
Punjab, and a Stationary Healthcare Centre in 
Punjab as well.

NSE FOUNDATION has 
supported livelihood initiatives
NSE Foundation has given consistent support 
to HelpAge India’s livelihood programme, 
primarily focusing on the empowerment of 
needy elders through Social, Financial and 
Health Inclusion.The programme follows the 
successful model of Elder-Self-Help-Groups 
and their higher order federations, helping bring 
dignity and independence to disadvantaged 
elders and their communities, in the villages of 
Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Telengana 
& Maharashtra.

JSW FOUNDATION supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
JSW Foundation supported 9 Mobile Healthcare Units in 
Karnataka, Rajasthan, Odisha, Tamil Nadu and Punjab, bringing 
much needed healthcare services to elders & their community.

Thank you! DONORS 
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SUMITOMO MITSUI FINANCIAL GROUP 
supported Mobile Healthcare Units
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group (SMFG) first supported 
HelpAge India’s Mobile Healthcare programme with one Mobile 
Healthcare Unit in Godhra (Gujarat) and then expanded its 
support via more Units in Chamarajnagar & Raichur (Karnataka), 
Padra (Gujarat) and Titlagarh (Odisha). SMFG also supported 
the COVID-19 relief initiatives of HelpAge India.

HFCL SOCIAL SERVICES SOCIETY 
continues to support Healthcare 
initiatives for over 7 years
HFCL Social Services Society has been consistently 
supporting 3 Mobile Healthcare Units in Solan (Himachal 
Pradesh), Sardarshahar (Rajasthan) and Madgao (Goa). 
The Unit in Solan is a Specialised Mobile Medicare Unit with 
diagnostic facilities.

GHCL FOUNDATION TRUST 
supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
GHCL Foundation Trust supported 
HelpAge India’s Mobile Healthcare 
programme with 1 MHU in Manaparai 
(Tamil Nadu) and 3 MHUs in Junagarh, 
Rajulla and Mandvi (Gujarat).

NALCO FOUNDATION supported 
Mobile Healthcare Units
NALCO Foundation supported 4 Mobile Healthcare 
Units in Angul and Koraput (Odisha) enabling HelpAge 
India to bring healthcare to the doorsteps of elders 
living in remote areas.

Thank you! DONORS 
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ISTHMUS INDUSTRIES PVT. 
LTD. supported Mobile 
Healthcare Units
Isthmus Industries, which started its 
support via 1 Mobile Healthcare Unit in 
Rampur (Uttar Pradesh), now supports 
3 MHUs in Moradabad (Uttar Pradesh), 
bringing much needed essential primary 
healthcare to elders and their community.

KBR ENGINEERING & 
CONSTRUCTION INDIA 
PVT. LTD. supported Mobile 
Healthcare Units
KBR Engineering & Construction India 
Pvt. Ltd. supported 3 Mobile Healthcare 
Units in Chennai (Tamil Nadu), Pune 
(Maharashtra) and Gurugram (Delhi-
NCR). 

HONDA INDIA FOUNDATION 
supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
Honda India Foundation has been 
consistently supporting 3 Mobile Healthcare 
Units in Narsapura (Karnataka), Tapukara 
(Rajasthan) and Vithlapur (Gujarat) and 
1 Stationary Medical Unit in Vithlapur 
(Gujarat).

ABB INDIA FOUNDATION 
supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
ABB India Foundation has been 
supporting 4 Mobile Healthcare Units 
in Vadodara (Gujarat), Nelamangala 
(Karnataka), Nashik (Maharashtra) & 
Faridabad (Haryana).

Thank you! DONORS 
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L&T MHI POWER BOILERS PVT. 
LTD. supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
L&T MHI Power Boilers Pvt. Ltd. supported 2 
Mobile Healthcare MHUs in Faridabad (Delhi-
NCR) and Khurja (Uttar Pradesh) respectively.

MINDTREE FOUNDATION 
supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
Mindtree Foundation supported 2 Mobile 
Healthcare Units in Telangana and 1 in 
Delhi-NCR.

TATA AIA LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY LIMITED supported 
the Vision Restoration 
programme
Tata AIA Life Insurance Company supported 
cataract surgeries of poor and needy elderly 
in Maharashtra, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, 
Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh.

Thank you! DONORS 

NAYARA ENERGY LIMITED 
supported Healthcare initiatives
Nayara Energy Ltd. supported 1 Mobile Healthcare 
Unit, and 1 Stationary Health Centre in Jakhar 
(Gujarat), Specialised Health Camps and 3 Sub - 
Centres in Vadinar, Bharana & Singach (Gujarat).
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SUN TV NETWORK LTD. supported 
Healthcare and Agecare programmes
Sun TV Network Ltd. helped provide beds under 
infrastructural support to ‘Anandam’ old age home in 
Chennai (Tamil Nadu), ‘so elders can live comfortably 
and with dignity’. It is also supporting our Mobile 
Healthcare programme to help provide healthcare in 
remote areas of Tamil Nadu. 

WEIR MINERALS (INDIA) 
PRIVATE LIMITED 
supported a Mobile 
Healthcare Unit
Weir Minerals (India) Pvt. Ltd. supported 
a Mobile Healthcare Unit in Nelamangala  
(Karnataka) to help provide primary 
healthcare to needy elderly.

BHARAT ALUMINIUM COMPANY 
LTD. (BALCO) ) supported a 
Mobile Healthcare Unit
Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd. (BALCO) 
supported 1 Mobile Healthcare Unit in Korba 
(Chhattisgarh) along with Specialised Health 
Camps.

SHYAM STEEL INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED supported the Mobile 
Healthcare programme
Shyam Steel Industries Limited has been 
consistently supporting 2 Mobile Healthcare Units 
in Durgapur (West Bengal) for close to 5 years.

GUJARAT 
FLUOROCHEMICALS 
LIMITED supported a Mobile 
Healthcare Unit
Gujarat Fluorochemicals Limited. 
supported 1 Mobile Healthcare Unit in 
Gujarat, to help disadvantaged elderly in 
remote areas with healthcare services and 
raise awareness on preventive healthcare.
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CORPORATES, TRUSTS & FOUNDATIONS

•	GOOGLE	IT	SERVICES	INDIA	 
	 PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	ASIAN	PAINTS	LTD	

•	 	RURAL	INDIA	SUPPORTING	TRUST	

•	CIPLA	FOUNDATION	

•	SJVN	FOUNDATION	

•	ADANI	FOUNDATION	

•	NSE	FOUNDATION	

•	 ISTHMUS	INDUSTRIES	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	FULLERTON	INDIA	CREDIT	CO	LTD	

•	SUN	TV	NETWORK	LIMITED	

•	GHCL	FOUNDATION	TRUST	

•	L&T	-	MHI	POWER	BOILERS	 
	 PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	NALCO	FOUNDATION	

•	 	MINDTREE	FOUNDATION	

•	TATA	AIA	LIFE	INSURANCE	 
	 COMPANY	LIMITED	

•	SHYAM	STEEL	INDUSTRIES	LIMITED

•	ABB	INDIA	FOUNDATION	

•	KELLOGG	BROWN	&	ROOT	 
	 ENGINEERING	&	CONSTRUCTION	 
	 INDIA	PVT.	LTD.	

•	NAYARA	ENERGY	LIMITED	

•	CHENNAI	PETROLEUM	CORPORATION	 
	 LIMITED	

•	EPSILON	CARBON	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	WATSON	PHARMA	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	THE	HONGKONG	AND	SHANGHAI	 
	 BANKING	CORPORATION	LIMITED	

•	NLC	INDIA	LIMITED	

•	ARHANT	ADHAAR	FOUNDATION	

•	LAXMI	ORGANIC	INDUSTRIES	LIMITED	

•	JSW	FOUNDATION	

•	PROCTER	&	GAMBLE	HEALTH	 
	 LIMITED	

•	NILGIRI	FOOD	PRODUCTS	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	 INFORMATICA	BUSINESS	 
	 SOLUTIONS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	HONDA	INDIA	FOUNDATION	

•	P.B.S	FOODS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	ARCELORMITTAL	NIPPON	STEEL	 
	 INDIA	LIMITED	

•	HDFC	LIFE	INSURANCE	COMPANY	LTD	

•	HI-TECH	ARAI	PRIVATE	LTD	

•	ANZ	SUPPORT	SERVICES	INDIA	 
	 PVT	LTD	

•	SUN	LIFE	INDIA	SERVICE	CENTRE	 
	 PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	GMR	VARALAKSHMI	FOUNDATION	

•	 INFOR	(INDIA)	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	JOYALUKKAS	FOUNDATION	

•	HFCL	SOCIAL	SERVICES	SOCIETY	

•	LUMINOUS	POWER	 
	 TECHNOLOGIES	PVT.	LTD.	

•	MUMTAZ	HOTELS	LIMITED	

•	FOUNDATION	FOR	CSR	@	REDINGTON	

•	JHAJJAR	POWER	LIMITED	

•	DELHI	INTERNATIONAL	AIRPORT	 
	 LIMITED	

•	OBEROI	HOTELS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	H	L	SOMANY	FOUNDATION	

•	BHARAT	HEAVY	ELECTRICALS	LIMITED	

•	TRIKAL	FOODS	AND	AGRO	 
	 PRODUCTS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	TELEPERFORMANCE	GLOBAL	 
	 SERVICES	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	GMR	WARORA		ENERGY	LIMITED	

•	HIE	CAPITAL	TECHNOLOGIES	

•	HEALTH	CARE	ENERGY	FOODS	 
	 PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	MAGELLAN	AEROSPACE	 
	 (TUMKUR)	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	RITES	LTD	

•	 	BHARAT	ALUMINIUM	COMPANY	 
	 LIMITED	

•	GMR	GOA	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 AIRPORT	LIMITED	

•	 	GUJARAT	FLUOROCHEMICALS	LIMITED	

•	SUZUKI	MOTORS	GUJARAT	PVT	LTD

•	BALMER	LAWRIE	&	CO	LTD	

•	MINDTREE	LIMITED	

•	NTPC	LIMITED	

•	UNITED	WAY	OF	MUMBAI	

•	CLIX	CAPITAL	SERVICES	PVT.	LTD.	

•	CAIRN	FOUNDATION	

•	MDEVERYWHERE	INDIA	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	E	I	D	PARRY	(INDIA)	LTD.	

•	BLUE	DART	EXPRESS	LIMITED	

•	 IFFCO-MC	CROP	SCIENCE	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	HARSHA	TRUST	

•	HUSKY	INJECTION	MOLDING	 
	 SYSTEMS	(INDIA)	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	GARE	PELMA	III	COLLIERIES	LIMITED

•	FIS	GLOBAL	BUSINESS	 
	 SOLUTIONS	INDIA	PVT	LTD	

•	SHYAM	METALICS	FOUNDATION	

•	KALBURGI	CEMENT	PRIVATE	LIMITED

•	ARISTA	NETWORKS	INDIA	PVT	LTD

•	ASIANET	SATELLITE	 
	 COMMUNICATIONS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	HEIDELBERG	PROMINENT	FLUID	 
	 CONTROLS	INDIA	PVT	LTD	

•	SRF	FOUNDATION	

•	GUTS	ELECTRO-MECH	LTD	

•	NTPC	-	FARAKKA	SUPER	 
	 THERMAL	POWER	STATION	

•	MARTIN	CHARITABLE	TRUST	

•	PARADEEP	PHOSPHATES	LTD.	

•	PLATINUM	GUILD	INDIA	PVT	LTD	

•	WORLD	GOLD	COUNCIL	(INDIA)	 
	 PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	ANZ	OPERATIONS	&	 
	 TECHNOLOGY	PVT	LTD	

•	PERSISTENT	FOUNDATION	

•	SBM	BANK	(INDIA)	LIMITED	

•	POSEIDON	SHIPPING	AGENCY	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	 	V-GUARD	FOUNDATION	

•	FIS	SOLUTIONS	(INDIA)	PVT	LTD	

•	ADANI	VIZHINJAM	PORT	PVT	LTD	

•	SUD	CHEMIE	INDIA	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	FIRSTRAND	SERVICES	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	HEALTH	INSURANCE	TPA	OF	INDIA	 
	 LIMITED	

•	TRANS	ASIAN	SHIPPING	SERVICES	(P)	 
	 LTD.	

•	 	IDBI	TRUSTEESHIP	SERVICES	LTD	

•	 	NEWSPACE	INDIA	LTD	

•	 	RAJIV	PLASTICS	PRIVATE	LIMITED	

•	 	GEOJIT	FINANCIAL	SERVICES	LIMITED	

•	 	DELHI	METRO	RAIL	CORPORATION	

•	 	PREMIER	EXPLOSIVES	LIMITED	

•	HINDUSTAN	LEVER	EDUCATIONAL	&	 
	 WELFARE	TRUST	

•	SURIE	POLEX	INDUSTRIES	PVT.	LTD.	

•	TVS	SCS	GLOBAL	FREIGHT	SOLUTIONS	 
	 LIMITED	

•	TRIDENT	AUTO	PVT.	LTD.	

•	 	MUTHOOT	FINANCE	LTD	

•	 	WEDDINGWIRE	INDIA	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	 	SALVE	PHARMACEUTICALS	PRIVATE	 
	 LIMITED	

•	SHREYAS	SHIPPING	&	LOGISTICS	LTD.	

•	FIRST	GLOBAL	STOCK	BROKING	PVT	 
	 LTD

•		CHARITIES	AID	FOUNDATION	INDIA
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

•	CAMBRIDGE	SCHOOL,	MUMBAI

•	MITHI	GOBINRAM	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	NAVNIDH	HASSOMAL	LAKHANI	P.	 
	 SCHOOL,	BHOPAL

•	WEIDNER	MEMORIAL	SR.	SEC.	 
	 SCHOOL,	MAHASAMUND

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL	HIWARI	 
	 NAGAR,	NAGPUR

•	ST.	FRANCIS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	RANE	 
	 NAGAR,	NASIK

•	MODERN	HIGH	SCHOOL	WCL	UMRED,	 
	 NAGPUR

•	KAZIRANGA	ENGLISH	ACADEMY,	 
	 GUWAHATI

•	P	JINDAL	SCHOOL,	RAIGARH

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	SATRAGACHI,	 
	 HOWRAH

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	NORTH	 
	 BANGALORE

•	SPRING	DALES	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	 
	 KATHUA

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,CIVIL	LINES,	 
	 ALIGARH

•	ST.	STEPHEN’S	SCHOOL,	GUWAHATI

•	ST.	JUDES	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 MADHYAMGRAM,BARRACKPORE

•	MAHAPRAGYA	VIDYANIKETAN,	 
	 GANDHINAGAR

•	JERMEL	ACADEMY,	SILIGURI

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	SILIGURI

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	RISALI,	BHILAI,	 
	 CHHATTISGARH

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	COMMAND	 
	 HOSPITAL,	KOLKATA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 PADMAWATI,	JAIPUR

•	HAVILAH	CHRISTIAN	ENGLISH	 
	 SCHOOL,	SILIGURI

•	HEMA	HIGHER	SEC.	SCHOOL,	BHOPAL

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	V.T.	 
	 ROAD,	JAIPUR

•	ST.	NORBERT’S	SCHOOL,	BAHRAICH

•	 INDO	AMERICAN	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 UDAIPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 UDAIPUR

•	THE	BJPC	INSTITUTION,	MUMBAI

•	ST.SEBASTIAN’S	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	JALPAIGURI

•	EMMANUEL	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	MALDA

•	MAHARANA	MEWAR	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 UDAIPUR

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	KOLAR	ROAD,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA-KGF,	KOLAR

•	JAIN	GLOBAL	SCHOOL-KGF,	MYSORE

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	ADAJAN	 
	 SURAT

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	JABALPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.1	 
	 UDHAMPUR

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	VAPI

•	ADARSH	VIDYALAYA,	DEVENDRA	 
	 NAGAR,	RAIPUR

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL	 
	 HINGNA,NAGPUR

•	CHITRANSH	ACADEMY,	GONDIA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	MAHASAMUND

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 KUNDANAHALLI,BANGALORE

•	PRESENTATION	CONVENT	HIGHER	 
	 SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	SRINAGAR

•	CENTRAL	SCHOOL	OF	TIBETAN,	 
	 DARJEELING

•	ASSEMBLY	OF	GOD	CHURCH	SCHOOL,	 
	 UKHRA,	BURDWAN

•	DR.PILLAI	GLOBAL	ACADEMY,	NAVI	 
	 MUMBAI

•	HADAS	PRIMARY	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	SHIRINBAI	NETERWALA	SCHOOL,	 
	 TUMSAR

•	MADHUBHAU	SAOJI	MEMORIAL	 
	 ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	MALKAPUR

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	DURGAPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO-4,	KORBA

•	RAJMATA	KRISHNA	KUMARI	GIRLS	 
	 SCHOOL,	JODHPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 YELAHANKA,	BANGALORE

•	EZEKIEL	METHODIST	SCHOOL,	GOA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	ICSE,	 
	 SURAT

•	BHARATHIYAR	MAT.	HR.	SEC.	SCHOOL,	 
	 CHENNAI

•	ARMY	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	B	K	C	P	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	HOWRAH

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	FLAKATA,JALPAIGURI

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	ALIPURDUAR

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	NABADWEEP,	NADIA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	DANTEWADA

•	SHIKSHA	VERITAS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
 PUNE

•	ST.	PAUL’S	SCHOOL,	BIDHAN	 
	 NAGAR,	SILIGURI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 RAIPUR

•	NIRMAL	VIDYALAYA	JAGDALPUR

•	UNITED	MISSIONARY	GIRLS	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	OUR	LADY	OF	MOUNT	CARMEL	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL,	GOA

•	DON	BOSCO	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 CALANGUTE,	BARDEZ

•	G.D.	GOENKA	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 KANPUR

•	VIDYA	NIKETAN	CONVENT	URJA	 
	 NAGAR,	CHANDRAPUR

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	H.S	SCHOOL,	RAIPUR

•	GURUKUL	SR	SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	 
	 BILASPUR

•	AMBUJA	VIDYAPITH,	RAIPUR

•	ST	PAUL	HIGH	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 ROHINI	SEC	25,	DELHI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NANGAL	BHUR

•	CHILDREN’S	ACADEMY,	JAIPUR

•	SUBBIAH	CENTRAL	SCHOOL,	TIRUPUR

•	DEEPVIHAR	PRIMARY	SCHOOL,	VASCO

•	LOURDES	CONVENT	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 BARDEZ

•	LAKE	SCHOOL	FOR	GIRLS,	KOLKATA

•	FRONTLINE	MILLENNIUM	SR.	SEC.	 
	 SCHOOL,	TIRUPUR

•	MGM	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	BHILAI

•	BIPIN	KRISHNA	BOSE	VIDYA	BHAVAN,	 
	 NAGPUR

•	SHRI	BHAWANI	NIKETAN	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	JAIPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.	1,	RAIPUR

•	MOTHER	OF	MERCY	ENGLISH	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL,	VASCO

•	THE	STUDY	SR	SEC	SCHOOL,	UDAIPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	SEC- 
	 31,	GURGAON

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 AJMER

•	AMARPATI	LIONS	CITIZEN	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	SILIGURI

•	PINE	LAND	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	KATRA

•	SUDARSHAN	VIDYA	MANDIR- 
	 BANNERGHATTA	ROAD,	BANGALORE
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•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 BAVDHAN,	PUNE

•	BAL	BHARTI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	SIPAT,	 
	 BILASPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 BANNERGHATTA,	BANGALORE

•	DNAYANADA	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	 
	 AURANGABAD

•	BLOOMING	DALE	PRIMARY	SCHOOL,	 
	 BARDEZ

•	CITY	MONTESSORI	SCHOOL,	STATION	 
	 ROAD,	LUCKNOW

•	ALLENHOUSE	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 KANPUR

•	DAVARA	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 RAIPUR

•	ST.	JOSEPH	INSTITUTE,	VASCO

•	SBOA	GLOBAL	SCHOOL,	CHENNAI

•	ST.	FRANCIS	DE	SALE’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 NAGPUR

•	THE	BRITISH	SCHOOL,	PANCHKULA

•	ST.	GEORGES	GRAMMAR	SCHOOL	 
	 (BOYS)-ABIDS,	HYDERABAD

•	S.B.O.A	MAT.	HR.	SEC.	SCHOOL,	 
	 CHENNAI

•	MOUNT	LITERA	ZEE	SCHOOL	ANAND	 
	 NAGAR	TALAB	TILLO	JAMMU

•	VIDYA	VIHAR	HIGH	SCHOOL,	GOA

•	JYOTHI	BALAMANDIR	HIGH	SCHOOL- 
	 ADIKMET,	HYDERABAD

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NAGROTA,	 
	 JAMMU

•	WEST	POINT	SCHOOL,	SILIGURI

•	ST.	MILAREPA	ACADEMY,	DARJEELING

•	RISING	STARS	ENGLISH	MEDIUM	 
	 SCHOOL,	NASHIK

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 SANPADA,	MUMBAI

•	ST.	JOSEPH’S	HIGH	SCHOOL	NEW	 
	 PANVEL,	MUMBAI

•	KIDZEE	BHETAPARA,	KOLKATA

•	RYAN	INTERNATINAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 KANDIVALIE,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 CHEMBUR,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 NALLASOPARA,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	CBSE,	 
	 MALAD,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 KHARGHAR,	NAVI	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	ICSE,	 
	 MALAD	(W),	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 NERUL,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	 
	 GOREGAON,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 SRIPERUMBUDUR	TALUK,	CHENNAI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	TELIAMURA,	 
	 AGARTALA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	BSF,	 
	 RANINAGAR,	JALPAIGURI

•	TECHNO	INID	GROUP	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 COOCHBEHAR

•	ST.	JOSEPH’S	CONVENT	HIGH	SCHOOL	 
	 -	MOSABONI,	GHATSILA

•	CHS,	KANPUR

•	CHS-2	JUNIOR,	KANPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	NO-2,	 
	 CHANDIMANDIR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	EAC,	UPPER	 
	 SHILLONG

•	MOUNT	VALLEY	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	 
 PUNE

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	DAPPAR,	 
	 RUPNAGAR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 BOLPUR

•	REGIMENTAL	PRIMARY	SCHOOL,	 
 Aurangabad

•	REGIMENTAL	CHILDREN	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL,	AURANGABAD

•	RMG	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 JAMMU

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	JASHPUR

•	TILAK	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	S.NO.	10367,	 
	 JAIPUR

•	TAKI	HOUSE	GOVT.	SPONSORED	 
	 GIRLS’	HIGH	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	SARVODHYA	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	JAMMU

•	INTERNATIONAL	DELHI	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	JAMMU

•	BHAVAN	VIDYALAYA,	PANCHKULA

•	ST.	FRANCIS	COLLEGE,	LUCKNOW

•	INDIRAPURAM	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	GIRLS,	 
 PATNA

•	TYNDALE	BISCOE	&	MALLIONSON	 
	 SCHOOL	SRINAGAR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	31,	 
	 CHANDIGARH

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.	1,	 
	 AKHNOOR

•	HADAS	CBSE	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	LCIT	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	JUNIOR	 
	 SECTION,	BILASPUR

•	LCIT	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	SENIOR	 
	 SECTION,	BILASPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.	2	DMW	 
	 PATIALA

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	MIDNAPUR

•	BAL	BHARTI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	BHOPAL

•	SEVEN	HILLS	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	THE	FRONTLINE	ACADEMY	MATRIC	 
	 HIGHER	SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	TIRUPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NARANGI,	 
	 GUWAHATI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.1,	AMRITSAR	 
	 CANTT.,	AMRITSAR

•	BRAHMAPUTRA	VALLEY	ENGLISH	 
	 ACADEMY,	KOLKATA

•	SACRED	HEART	EDUCATIONAL	 
	 SOCIETY,	MOGA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 JAMALPUR,LUDHIANA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	SUKNA,SILIGURI

•	SAINI	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 HOWRAH

•	G.D.	GOENKA	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 SILIGURI

•	PRABHAT	TARA	ENG	MED.	SCHOOL,	 
	 RANCHI

•	PRABHAT	TARA	HIGH	SCHOOL	(HINDI	 
	 MEDIUM),	RANCHI

•	MOUNT	VALLEY	URDU	SCHOOL,	 
	 AURANGABAD

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	GUSKARA,KOLKATA

•	SCHOOL	OF	BRILLIANTS,	WARDHA

•	LITTLE	KINGDOM	SCHOOL,	TIRUPUR

•	SRI	SANKARA	VIDYALAYA,	BHILAI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO	2,	 
	 KHARAGPUR,	KOLKATA

•	OXFORD	GRAMMER	HIGH	SCHOOL- 
	 HIMAYATHNAGAR,	HYDERABAD

•	RADCLIFFE	GRUOP	OF	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	ST.	THOMAS’	DAY	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.	1,	 
	 PATHANKOT

•	THE	CDS	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	SEC	11	 
	 H	BLOCK,	ROHINI,	NEW	DELHI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	 
	 CHURACHADPUR,	MANIPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	1	BAJAJ	 
	 NAGER,	JAIPUR

•	THE	ICONIC	SCHOOL,	BHOPAL

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	NAYA	RAIPUR

•	ROSARY	HIGHSCHOOL,	VADODARA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	SECTOR	47,	 
	 CHANDIGARH
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•	RAWAT	SENIOR	SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	 
	 JAIPUR

•	THE	MILLENNIUM	SCHOOL	JAIPUR

•	LITTLE	KINGDOM	SCHOOL,	JAIPUR

•	ADVANCED	ACADEMY	INDORE

•	RAGHUNATHA	MODEL	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 HYDERABAD

•	ASSEMBLY	OF	GOD	CHURCH	SCHOOL,	 
	 RANIGANJ

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 PATIALA

•	B.	D.	MEMORIAL	JR.SCHOOL	GOLF	 
	 GARDEN,	KOLKATA

•	B.D.	MEMORIAL	JR.SCHOOL,	 
	 MAHAMAYATALA,	KOLKATA

•	B.D.MEMORIAL	JR.SCHOOL,	 
	 VIJAYGARH,	KOLKATA

•	B.D.MEMORIAL	JR.SCHOOL	GARIA,	 
	 KOLKATA

•	B.D.MEMORIAL	JR.	SCHOOL	 
	 BANSDRONI,	KOLKATA

•	SIDDHARTH	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	BHOPAL

•	GURU	NANAK	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 CHANDIGARH

•	SAINT.	MOUNY	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	 
	 POKHARI,	AURANGABAD

•	CHILDREN	HOPE	INDIA	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	GOVT.	SR.	SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	 
	 RANGPO,	GANGTOK

•	ST.	JOSEPH’S	SCHOOL,	 
	 BELTOLA,	GUWAHATI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	 
	 LOKTAK,	MANIPUR

•	WOODRIDGE	HIGH,	AURANGABAD

•	GEETA	DEVI	D.A.V	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 DEOGHAR

•	SAINI	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	 
	 MAHESHTALA,	KOLKATA

•	GIANTS	ENGLISH	MEDIUM	SCHOOL,	 
	 VALSAD

•	JAJOO	ENGLISH	MEDIUM	SCHOOL,	 
	 YAVATMAL

•	BAL	BHARTI	SCHOOL	COACH	 
	 FACTORY,	BHOPAL

•	ST.	ANTHONYS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 BARDEZ

•	ST.	PAUL	SCHOOL,	AJMER

•	MAHARISHI	VIDYA	MANDIR	 
	 CHHATERPUR,	BHOPAL

•	BHARATHIYAR	MAT.SCHOOL,	CHENNAI

•	BHARATHIYAR	NURSERY	&	PRIMARY	 
	 SCHOOL,	CHENNAI

•	ST.	JOSEPHS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	GOA

•	SMALL	WONDERS	SCHOOL,	 
	 JABALPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 KUNNUKARA,	KOCHI

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	RAU	INDORE

•	LOURDE	MATA	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.	3,	 
	 AMRITSAR

•	ST.	FRANCIS	XAVIER	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 BARDEZ

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL- 
	 MANGALORE

•	K	C	GURUKUL	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 UDHAMPUR

•	PSBB	MILLENNIUM	SCHOOL,	 
	 CUDDALORE

•	MAHARISHI	VIDYA	MANDIR-III,	 
	 GUWAHATI

•	FIRAYALAL	PUB.SCHOOL,	RANCHI

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 GOREGAON	E,	MUMBAI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	GCF	2	 
	 JABALPUR

•	THE	PSBB	MILLENNIUM	SCHOOL,	 
	 CUDDALORE

•	CHAVARA	INTERNATIONAL	ACADEMY,	 
	 ERNAKULAM

•	ST.	THOMAS	GIRLS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 GOA

•	ST.	AUGUSTINE’S	HIGH	SCHOOL	 
	 NERUL,	MUMBAI

•	MARUTHI	SR.SEC.SCHOOL,	 
	 PUDUCHERRY

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	II	-	NAVAL	 
	 BASE,	ERNAKULAM

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	CRPF,	 
	 GUWAHATI

•	SILVER	POINT	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	ST.	JAMES	SCHOOL,	JALPAIGURAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 SOHNA,	GURGAON

•	B	K	BIRLA	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	THANE

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL(AIROLI),THANE

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	MUMBAI

•	J.B.VACHHA	HIGH	SCHOOL,	MUMBAI

•	KIDZEE	-	FIRST	STEP,	KOLKATA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL,GHAZIABAD

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	SEC	 
	 39,	NOIDA

•	ST.	LAWRENCE	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL(KANDIVALI-E),	MUMBAI

•	ST.	LAWRENCE	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL(BORIVALI-W),	MUMBAI

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL	 
	 ANDHERI-E,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	CHRISTIAN	SCHOOL,	MUMBAI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 VASANT	KUNJ,	DELHI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 SECTOR	11	G	BLOCK	ROHINI,	DELHI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL,GREATER	NOIDA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL,SECTOR	40,	GURGAON

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	-	 
	 MAYUR	VIHAR	PH	3,	DELHI

•	ST.	JOSEPH’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	MUMBAI

•	C	S	I	MAT.	HR.	SEC.	SCHOOL,	 
	 COIMBATORE

•	S.B.O.A.	MAT.	HR.	SEC.	SCHOOL,	 
	 COIMBATORE

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	 
	 YESHWANTHPUR,BANGALORE

•	LITTLE	ROCK	INDIAN	SCHOOL,	UDUPI

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA.TUMKUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NORTH	 
	 LAKHIMPUR

•	MOUNT	HERMON	SCHOOL,	 
	 DARJEELING

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	GERUKAMUKH

•	THE	ARYANS	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	GLENHILL	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 KURSEONG

•	ASSEMBLY	OF	GOD	CHURCH	SCHOOL,	 
	 ASANSOL

•	SHIWALIK	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 RUPNAGAR

•	SWARAJ	INDIA	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	KANPUR

•	SACRED	HEART	OF	JESUS	HIGH	 
	 SCHOOL,	GOA

•	W	H	SMITH	SCHOOL	VARANASI

•	ELSIE	MAT.	HR.	SEC.	SCHOOL,	 
	 COIMBATORE

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	BALURGHAT

•	SIR	PADAMPAT	SINGHANIA	 
	 EDUCATION	CENTRE,KANPUR

•	EVERGREEN	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	DELHI

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 DUGRI,LUDHIANA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NAL,	 
	 BANGALORE

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL,RAIBAREILLY

•	ST.	FRANCIS	HIGH	SCHOOL,	TIDKE	 
	 COLONY,	NASIK
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•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 NASHIK

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,SHANTI	 
	 PARK,	THANE

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	AMBASSA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL	,	 
	 BHOPAL

•	ST.LAWRENCE	HIGH	SCHOOL	,	VASHI,	 
	 MUMBAI

•	DELHI	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	EAST-	 
	 BANGALORE

•	BIRLA	DIVYA	JYOTI,	SILIGURI

•	ST.	JOSEPH’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	PATNA

•	SBOA	PUBLIC	(SR.	SEC)	SCHOOL,	 
	 S.	CHITOOR,	ERNAKULAM

•	ASSISI	VIDYANIKETAN	PUBLIC	SCHOOL,	 
	 CHEMBUMUKKU,	ERNAKULAM

•	SHRI	GURU	HARKRISHAN	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA,	HIGH	GROUND,	 
	 CHANDIGARH

•	ST.	KAREN’S	SECONDARY	SCHOOL,	 
 PATNA

•	LML	SCHOOL,	AHMEDABAD

•	GURU	KRIPA	DIVINE	GRACE	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	BAHARAICH

•	ASIAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 HOWRAH

•	ST.	ANTHONY	DAY	SCHOOL,	 
	 JALPAIGURAI

•	JAMALI	ENGLISH	SCHOOL,	NAGPUR

•	VIVEK	MANDIR	CBSE	SCHOOL,	 
	 GONDIA

•	SUNRISE	(	ENG.	MED)	SCHOOL,	 
	 HOWRAH

•	ORIENTAL	HIGH	SCHOOL,	SILCHAR

•	TECHNO	INDIA	GROUP	PUBLIC	 
	 SCHOOL,	KONNAGAR,	HOOGHLY

•	ST.	PAUL’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	PATNA

•	ST.	XAVIER’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
	 JABALPUR

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	SCHOOL,	 
	 FARIDABAD

•	CHRIST	CHURCH	HIGH	SCHOOL,	 
 PATNA

•	 INFANT	JESUS	SCHOOL,	PATNA

•	ST.	KAREN’S	HIGH	SCHOOL,	PATNA

•	MONGRACE	MONTESSORI	HOUSE,	 
	 KOLKATA

•	BIDYA	BHARATI	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	THE	CAMBRIDGE	SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	FORT	WILLIAM,	 
	 KOLKATA

•	SOUTH	POINT	SCHOOL.,	GUWAHATI

•	STUDENTS	OF	LAKSHMIPAT	 
	 SINGHANIA	ACADEMY,	KOLKATA

•	SOUTH	CITY	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL,	KOLKATA

•	KENDRIYA	VIDYALAYA	NO.3.,	AMBALA

•	HOLY	TRINITY	SCHOOL,	ALLAHABAD

•	ADARSH	V.	V.	HIGH	SCHOOL,	MAPUSA

•	DE	PAUL	PUBLIC	SCHOOL	 
	 THODUPUZHA

•	RYAN	INTERNATIONAL	 
	 SCHOOL(GBSE),	SURAT

•	(MRS)	USHA	K	SHARMA

•	A	K	LAHIRI

•	A	LAKSHMANA	RAO

•	A	N	SHARMA

•	A	RAJARAM	BHAT

•	A	S	TANWAR

•	AARTI	D	SURVE

•	AARUSHI	RANA

•	ABHAYA	INDRAYAN

•	ABHEEK	SAHA

•	ABHIJEET	SINGH

•	ABHIJIT	KAUL

•	ABHIJIT	MOHANTY

•	ABHIRUPA	DAS

•	ABHISHEK	ANAND

•	ABHISHEK	GARG

•	ABHISHEK	RAVI

•	ABHISHEK	SINGHAL

•	ABISHEK	GOEL

•	ACHUTHAN	NARAYAN	NAIR

•	ADITI	ATHANIKAR

•	ADITI	JUBAL

•	ADITYA	AHLUWALIA

•	ADITYA	BAIJAL

•	ADUVALA	JAGANNATH	NANDESHWAR

•	AGNIVESH	MISHRA

•	AJIT	KULKARNI

•	AJIT	N	SHAHANI

•	AJITA	BHAT

•	AJOY	H	CHAWLA

•	AKAASH	KUMAR	SINGH	MASSEY

•	AKHILESH	KALRA

•	AKILA	NARASIMHAN

•	AKSHAT	ARORA

•	AKSHAT	SHARMA

•	AKSHAY	CHUGH

•	AKSHAY	JAIN

•	ALEXANDER	GEORGE

•	ALINA	BUSHRA	MUFTI

•	ALKA	AHUJA

•	ALKESH	GHORPADE

•	ALOK	G	BHARGAVA

•	ALOO	T	DARUWALLA

•	AMAN	SHARMA

•	AMAR	MERANI

•	AMARJEET	KAUR

•	AMBRISH	PANDEY	JAIN

•	AMEER	PARAB

•	AMIT	BHAGCHAND	PALRECHA

•	AMIT	JAGDISH	THAPLIYAL

•	AMIT	KAMAL

•	AMIT	KHANNA

•	AMIT	SURAJBHAN	AGRAWAL

•	AMOD	KUMAR

•	AMRITA	MALIK

•	AMRITHA	MOORTHY

•	ANAND	TRIVEDI

•	ANAND

INDIVIDUALS & ORGANIZATIONS
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•	ANANDA	MOHAN	RAO	NEELAPU

•	ANANT	THYAGARAJ

•	ANANT	VIJAY	NIHALANI

•	ANANTHARAMAN	GOPALAKRISHNAN

•	ANEESH	JOHN	SYMONDS

•	ANIL	A	MOHARI

•	ANIL	C

•	ANIL	PUNJABI

•	ANIL	T	KHUSHALANI

•	ANIL	VIR

•	ANIMA	K	SAMTANI

•	ANINDYA	SUNDER	PAUL

•	ANIRBAN	LALA

•	ANIRUDDHA	AGNIHOTRI

•	ANIRUDDHA	J	RANADIVE

•	ANIRUDH	K	CHOWDHRY

•	ANIRUDH	MARIN	GANTI

•	ANIRUDHA	MARIN	GANTI

•	ANITA	BENNETT

•	ANITA	GUHAROY

•	ANJALI	SAROSH

•	ANJANA	MUKHOPADHYAY

•	ANJLI	KAUL

•	ANKIT	CHHABRA

•	ANKUR	A	GUPTA

•	ANNE	CHAPPUIS

•	ANNEMARIE	PADIYATH

•	ANTONY	PEREIRA

•	ANUJ	MITHANI

•	ANURADHA	DHANVANTRI

•	ANURADHA	DUBEY

•	ANURADHA	JOSHI	DURGAPAL

•	APARNA	SAGAR	BHOSALE

•	APARNA	VIJAY	KUMAR

•	APRAJITA	TAKIAR

•	ARADHANA	DESIGNS

•	ARCHANA	GUPTA

•	ARCHANA	GUPTA

•	ARCHANA	KUMAR

•	ARCHNA	RANI

•	ARIJIT	COONDOO

•	ARISH	B	BHARUCHA

•	ARJUN	GOKHALE	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	ARNAB	KAPAT

•	ARNOLD	DOMINIC	MATHIAS

•	ARPITHA	SHIVANNA

•	ARTI	KHANNA

•	ARUN	KUMAR

•	ARUN	RAJEEV

•	ARUN	SETH

•	ARUNA	PALAGANI

•	ARUNAVA	SAHA	DALAL

•	ARUNDHATI	BHATTACHARYYA

•	ARUNPRAKASH	SEKAR

•	ARVIND	K	S	CHAUHAN

•	ARVIND	MURLIDHARAN

•	ASHA	BHANDARKER

•	ASHA	RAI

•	ASHEESH	CHOPRA

•	ASHISH	GUPTA

•	ASHISH	KUMAR	THAKUR

•	ASHOK	BHAWANDAS	AWTANI

•	ASHOK	CHAWLA

•	ASHOK	JETHANAND	MIRPURI

•	ASHOK	KUMAR	GOGIA

•	ASHOK	KUMAR	KARIA

•	ASHOKA	RANI	MISRA

•	ASHWANI	KUMAR

•	ASHWANI	KUMAR

•	ASHWIN	FINE	CHEMICALS	&	 
	 PHARMACEUTICALS

•	ASHWINI	KUMAR

•	ATINKUMAR	DASHRATH	BOGAM

•	ATISHAY	MATHUR

•	ATUL	JAIN

•	ATUL	JAIRATH

•	ATUL	KUMAR	SOOD

•	AUGUSTINE	DEVASEELAN

•	AUSTIN	SALDANHA

•	AUTOTECH	INDUSTRIES	INDIA	 
	 PVT	LIMITED

•	AVINASH	KUMAR	KANT

•	AZMEEN	S	TANGRI

•	B	A	GOWRAMMA

•	B	C	BALASUBRAMANIAN

•	B	GEETHA

•	B	RAM	MOHAN	REDDY

•	BACHITTAR	SINGH	RANA

•	BAIJ	NATH	BHANDARI	PUBLIC	 
	 CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	BALAJI	KODALI

•	BALAJI	PANCHAPAKESAN

•	BALASUBRAMANIAN	VISWANATHAN

•	BALASUBRAMANYA	DHARMARAJA	 
	 SHANKARAIAH

•	BALDEV	KRISHAN	SAINI

•	BALDEV	SAHAI

•	BALWAN	SINGH	NASIR	(RETD)

•	BANI	VARMA

•	BAPAVANI	GALI

•	BARNALI	DE

•	BARUN	KUMAR	SAHA

•	BARUNA	DEB

•	BEN	INDUSTRIES

•	BERA	NACHIKETA

•	BHANUPRASAD	C	MEHTA

•	BHASKAR	BHAR

•	BHIMJIBHAI	MANSETA	CHARITABLE	 
	 TRUST

•	BHOKARE	GIRISH	RAGHUNATH

•	BHOOPAL	CHANDRA	MEHTA

•	BHUVANESWARI	NATARAJAN

•	BIDYUT	KUMAR	BANERJEE

•	BIJU	PILLAI

•	BISHWAYAN	MARKETING	PVT	L

•	BONALA	HIRANMAYE	PATEL

•	BRANDY	BATLIWALA

•	BRIG	K	K	TRIPATHI

•	BRIJ	GOPAL	DAGA

•	BUNTS	TOOLS	PVT	LTD

•	BURJOR	S	BHARUCHA

•	BURZIS	TARAPOREVALA

•	C	D	SAMUEL

•	C	R	KRISHNAN

•	C	R	SUMANA

•	C	S	NARASIMHAN	CHAKRAVARTHULA

•	CASCADE	ENTERPRISES

•	CEDRIC	FERNANDES

•	CHAITANYA	SUHAS	SHENDE

•	CHALLA	SATISH	REDDY

•	CHANDER	SHEKHAR	SARAF

•	CHANDRA	MADHAN	GAJARIA

•	CHANDRAKANTA	SETH

•	CHANDRASEKHARAN	RAVINDRAN

•	CHANDURI	VENKATA	 
	 SUBRAHMANYAM

•	CHARANJIT	SINGH	PASRICHA

•	CHARLES	MURZELLO

•	CHARU	AHUJA

•	CHATLA	NARSAIAH	RAMAIAH

•	CHERUKUMUDI	PRABHAKAR

•	CHETAN	ENTERPRISES

•	CHETAN	JOSHI

•	CHETAN	R	PANCHAL

•	CHINTAN	HARESHKUMAR	PATEL

•	CHIRANJIB	CHOUDHURI

•	CHITRANJAN	DAR

•	COLORAIDS
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•	COMPUTECH	SHARECAP	LTD

•	CORPORATE	WARRANTIES	INDIA 
	 PVT	LTD

•	D	JANAKI	DEVI

•	D	K	PACHAURI

•	D	M	SAROJINI

•	D	S	RAO

•	DAMODAR	LOKU	SALIAN

•	DATTANAND	UMASHANKAR	 
	 BANGALOREKAR

•	DATYE	TRYAMBAK	LAXMAN

•	DAVINCY	CONSTRUCTION

•	DAVINDER	NATH	SURI

•	DEBASIS	ROY

•	DEEPAK	AGGARWAL

•	DEEPAK	ARJAN	KIRPALANI

•	DEEPAK	C	MEHRA

•	DEEPAK	GARG

•	DEEPAK	K

•	DEEPAK	KUMAR	SETHI

•	DEEPAK	NOVEEN	G

•	DEEPAK	RAJPUT

•	DEEPAK	SARDA

•	DEEPAK	SARUP

•	DEEPAK	SARUP

•	DEEPAK	SEN

•	DEEPAK	YADAV

•	DEEPIKA	SHRIVASTAVA

•	DEEPINDER	MALHOTRA

•	DEVAL	GANGULY

•	DEVENDRA	PAL	SIKKA

•	DEVENDRANATH	SHRIKANT	JOSHI

•	DEVINDER	KUMAR	NARANG

•	DEVKI	NANDAN	PRASAD

•	DEWRAO	TUKARAM	PATIL

•	DHARAM	PAL	PATHAK

•	DHARMESH	D	SHAH

•	DHIVAKARAN	MEIYUR	SANTHANAM

•	DIANA	C	RASTOMJEE

•	DILIPKUMAR	PAL

•	DINESH	KUMAR	SHARMA

•	DINESH	KUMAR	TAKYAR

•	DINESH	PAHWA

•	DINSHAW	D	SIGANPORIA

•	DIPA	PRAKASH

•	DIPANJAN	GHOSH

•	DIVYA	R

•	DIWAKAR	NIGAM

•	DR	R	ARUNACHALAM

•	DROPADI	CHOWDHRY

•	DULAL	CHANDRA	CHOWDHURY

•	DURGA	DEVI	GOYAL

•	DWARAKANATHA	REDDY	N

•	DYNEMECH	SYSTEMS	PVT	LTD

•	EDWARD	GALSTAUN

•	ELA	TRIVEDI

•	ELIZA	Z	KARACHIWALA

•	ESCALAR	CART	PVT	LTD

•	ESHWARS	HOUSE	OF	CORPORATE	&	 
	 IPR	LAWS	PVT

•	ESHWARS

•	ESKAY	DYESTUFFS	&	ORGANIC	 
	 CHEMICALS	PVT	LTD

•	EVELYN	LOBO

•	EXCEL	ENTERTAINMENT	&	FILMS	LLP

•	FAROHAR	ENGINEERING

•	FAROKH	BEHRAM	DARUVALA

•	FARUK	SIRAJ

•	FELSIANOS	P	AND	RITA	AMBAT	 
	 FAMILY	TRUST

•	FERZANA	ZUBIN	BEHRAMKAMDIN

•	FIRDAUS	MISTRY

•	FIRDOSH	PHIROZE	POONIWALLA

•	FIRDOSH	SHIAVAX	ANKLESHARIA

•	FIROZ	BURJORJI	KAPADIA

•	FIROZA	MEHROTRA

•	FRANKLIN	PEREIRA

•	G	KRISHNA	MURTHY

•	G	N	KATHPALIA

•	G	RAJAMANI

•	GADEPALLI	NAGESWARA	RAO

•	GANDHARMA	SEN

•	GANESAN	RAJAGOPAL

•	GANESH	BALASUBRAMANIAN

•	GANGADHAR	SHIVNANI

•	GARIKIPARTHY	SESHA	SAMBA	MURTY

•	GARIMA	GLOBAL	PVT	LTD

•	GAURAV	AGRAWAL

•	GAURAV	SATIJA

•	GAUTAM	TULSHYAN

•	GAUTAM	VERGHESE	KURIYAN

•	GAUTHAM	RAMAKRISHNA

•	GEETA	CHAWLA

•	GEETA	SASHIKUMAR	NAIR

•	GEETANJALI	AGGARWAL

•	GEETHA	RANI

•	GEO	VARGHESE

•	GEV	DARASHA	BAMBOAT

•	GHOLAP	PURSHOTTAM	DATTATRAYA

•	GIRDHAR	MIRCHANDANI

•	GIRISH	ARORA

•	GIRISH	NADKARNI

•	GIRISH	RAO

•	GIRISH	SADASHIV	JOSHI

•	GITA	RAMAN

•	GITANGSHU	DEY

•	GITANJLI	DUGGAL

•	GOPAKUMAR	R	D

•	GOPAL	KRISHAN

•	GOPALAKR

•	GOPALAKRISHNAN	R

•	GOUTAM	KUNDU

•	GOUTHAM	PONUGOTI

•	GOVINDA	BALAN	K

•	GOVINDA	RAO	RAJALA

•	GRACE	CHANDI

•	GUARDIAN	ADVISORS	PVT	LTD

•	GUNVANT	V	GANDHI

•	GURPAWAN	SINGH

•	GURU	NANAK	AUTO	ENTERPRISES	 
	 LTD

•	GURUSWAMI	SRINIVASAN

•	GYANESHWAR	VISHWAKARMA

•	H	S	NAGARAJ

•	HAFEEZ	S	CONTRACTOR

•	HAMDARD	NATIONAL	FOUNDATION	 
	 (INDIA)

•	HAMIDA	KHATOON

•	HAMPAPURA	H	RAVI

•	HARBHAJAN	KAUR

•	HARDEVI	VAZIRANI

•	HARESH	BHATIA

•	HARGOVIND	SINGH

•	HARI	SHANKAR	PANDALAI

•	HARISH	GOVIND	MELWANI

•	HARISH	KANTILAL	SHAH

•	HARISH	PUJARA

•	HARISH	VISHWANATHAN

•	HARISHCHANDRA	SUKHWAL

•	HARMOHINDER	SINGH

•	HARSH	KUMAR

•	HARSHA	DABHOLKAR

•	HARSHALA

•	HAZEL	DRAPER

•	HEMANG	DOSHI

•	HETAL	R	KHALPADA

•	HILLA	ADI	BHESANIA

•	HMD	FOUNDATION
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•	HOMAI	N	ELAVIA

•	HOMI	P	PARAKH

•	HOOR	VIJAY	DEVNANI

•	HORMAZAD	MANECK	ANTIA

•	HOSHANG	KEKI	VAKIL

•	HOTEL	SEA	LORD

•	 ICERTIS	SOLUTIONS

•	 IKG	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	 INDER	SINGH	JAIN

•	 INDIANS	FOR	COLLECTIVE	ACTION

•	 INDIRA	GUPTA

•	 INDIRA	MURALI

•	 INDRA	BHARDWAJ

•	 INDRANI	BISWAS

•	 INDRANI	SEN

•	 INFO-X	SOFTWARE	TECHNOLOGY	LTD

•	 IQBAL	TAYEBALI	TAPIA

•	 ISHWARI	DEVI	MADAN

•	J	P	KHANNA

•	J	RAVICHANDRAN

•	JABARATI	CHANDRA

•	JAGAN	MARAPALLI

•	JAGDISH	CHAND	PURI	HUF

•	JAGDISH	MOTWANI

•	JAGDISH	PRASAD	KHANDURI

•	JAIGANESH	BALAKRISHNAN

•	JAIKISHAN	THAKU	THADHANI

•	JANAKI	RAMACHANDRA

•	JAWAHAR	PANDIAN

•	JAY	KRISHNAN

•	JAYA	PURSHOTAM	KHUBCHANDANI

•	JAYALAKSHMI	GOURANGAN

•	JAYALAKSHMI	KRISHNAMURTHI

•	JAYANANDAN	RAVINDRAN

•	JAYANTI	PRASAD	KHAITAN

•	JAYENDRA	DHARSI	DASSANI

•	JAYESH	BHANDARI

•	JEHANGIR	J	PANTHAKI

•	JEROO	POLLY	SIDHWA

•	JIGAR	MAHASUKHLAL	SHAH

•	JIMMY	MANEK	MEHTA	FOUNDATION

•	JINESH	GANDHI

•	JINGU

•	JIT	KUMAR	GUPTA

•	JITENDRA	NARAIN

•	JITENDRA	PATIL

•	JONATHAN	GOMES

•	JOY	ROYCHOWDHURY

•	JOYRAM	GUHA

•	JUGAL	KISHORE	SHARMA

•	JYOT	KHAIRA

•	JYOTBIR	SINGH	SETHI

•	JYOTI	H	HARSINGHANI

•	JYOTIKA	BHATNAGAR

•	JYOTSNA	DESAI

•	JYOTSNA	NATH

•	JYOTSNA	S	BORDE

•	K	C	ANAND

•	K	C	KOHLI

•	K	C	MASTER

•	K	C	SEKHAR

•	K	JAGADESWARI

•	K	JAWAHAR

•	K	KANNAN

•	K	N	SARASWATHI

•	K	N	SUSHEELA

•	K	R	S	MURTHY

•	K	S	L	AKILAN

•	K	S	PARMAR

•	K	S	VISWANATHAN

•	K	SAROJINI	DEVI

•	K	SRIKUMAR

•	K	T	SRIDHAR

•	K	T	SUDHIR

•	K	V	G	K	TILAK

•	K	V	KRISHNAN

•	K	V	V	GOPALA	KRISHNA

•	K	VASANTHI

•	KAILASH	CHANDER	GUPTA

•	KALIDAS	MUKHERJEE

•	KALLAKURY	SRINIVAS

•	KALLOL	KUMAR	BASU

•	KALPANA	S	RAJ

•	KALPESH	UTTARKAR

•	KALYAN	KUMAR	BANERJEE

•	KALYAN	KUMAR	SANYAL	CHARITABLE	 
	 TRUST

•	KALYAN	MOORTHY	NVM

•	KALYANI	A

•	KAMAKSHI	AYYAR

•	KAMAL	KISHORE	MANTRI

•	KAMALA	RUDRAN

•	KAMALA	S	JAYARAO

•	KAMALJEET	HAYER

•	KAMESHWARI

•	KANAN	HARESH	MEHTA

•	KANCHETI	HARISH	SUMITRA

•	KANEKAL	NETTAKALLAPPA	 
	 FOUNDAITON

•	KANNAN	IYER

•	KANTA	GUPTA

•	KAPIL	HARI	PARANJAPE

•	KARAN	SINGH	BHANDARI

•	KAREENA	C	VANDREWALA

•	KARIWALA	INDUSTRIES

•	KARPURAPU	KAMALA

•	KARSHAK	ART	PRINTERS

•	KARTHIK	SIVARAM	KRISHNAN

•	KARTIK	PRABHAKAR	NAYAR

•	KARUN	KUMAR	D	S

•	KARUNAKARAN	V

•	KASTHURI	RENGASWAMY	S

•	KASTURI	ENTERPRISES

•	KASTURI	G

•	KATIE	SAXTON

•	KAUSHIK	A	PARASNIS

•	KAUSHIK

•	KAVITA	BHATIA

•	KAVITA	MAHTO

•	KEKI	MANECK	BARSIVALA

•	KESHARI	NANDAN	LUHARIWALA

•	KESHAV	D	SAWANT

•	KESHAV	KAKAR

•	KETAN	D	PARIKH

•	KEVIN	LOBO

•	KEVIN	SIMON

•	KHORSHED	BURJOR	LORD

•	KIRAN	CHOPRA

•	KIRAN	KAMATH

•	KIRAN	KAMLAKAR	BHANDARI

•	KIRAN	KANTILAL	SHAH

•	KIRIT	SUKHDEYLAL	MAZMUDAR

•	KISHOR	C	DALAL

•	KISHOR	SHANBHAG

•	KISHORI	LAL	PARASHAR

•	KOCHUMEMURIYIL	REJI	VARGHESE

•	KOMMAMURI	SATYANARAYAN	RAO

•	KONDEPATI	BHUVANESWARI

•	KONDURU	ANMOL	MANI	TEJESWAR	 
	 SARMA

•	KRAMA	YOGA	PTY	LTD

•	KRISHN	MOHAN	RAI

•	KRISHNA	BANGAD	&	CO

•	KRISHNA	KANT

•	KRISHNAKUMAR	AMRITLAL	GANATRA

•	KRISHNAMOORTHY	SRIDHAR
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•	KRISHNAMURTHY	T	S

•	KRISHNAN	R

•	KRISHNAN	V

•	KUCHIBHOTLA	VENKAT	VINAYAK

•	KULBIR	SINGH	AHUJA

•	KULPRAKASH	DESWAL

•	KUMAR	VENKATESH	IYER

•	KUMUD	K	MEHTA

•	KV	TEX	FIRM

•	L	GOURAGAN

•	L	K	M	ADHI

•	LAGAN	SHASTRI

•	LAILA	EAPEN

•	LAJWANTI	MANILAL	GODHIA	 
	 FOUNDATION

•	LAKSHMAMMA	 
	 RAMACHANDRASWAMY	CHARITIES

•	LAKSHMI	CHANDRAVATHI	PENMETCHA

•	LAKSHMI	S	HEGDE

•	LALIT	MOHANKA(HUF)

•	LALITHA	RAMAN

•	LALITHA	SWAMINATHAN

•	LANKA	NARASIMHULU	&	TULASAMMA	 
	 CHARITABEL	TRUST

•	LANKA	VENKATA	RAMA	SASTRY

•	LATE	KANUMILLI	SUBBA	RAO

•	LAXMI	NARASIMHA	CHARY	C

•	LEKSHMI	KRISHNAN

•	LESLIE	BASIL	D’SOUZA

•	LIPA	RATH

•	LLOYD	VAZ

•	LOKESH	VIDUPANKAL

•	LOPAMUDRA	MOHANTY

•	M	G	GEORGE	MUTHOOT	CHARITABLE	 
	 TRUST

•	M	G	VAJRAVEL

•	M	HARA	BHUPAL

•	M	MADHAVADAS

•	M	N	KESHAVA	RAO

•	M	NALINAKSHI

•	M	NIRANJAN	KUMAR

•	M	P	DINSHAW

•	M	P	PINTO

•	M	PREMASUNDARAN

•	M	S	SURESH

•	M	S	V	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	M	S	VENKATAKRISHNAN

•	M	SHANKAR

•	MADAN	LAL	BHATIA

•	MADAN	LAL	SHARMA

•	MADHAVAN

•	MADHU	A	G

•	MADHU	MISRA

•	MADHU	MURTHY	NAKKA

•	MADHUKAR	R	MALLYA

•	MADHURA	MUKUND	KULKARNI

•	MADHURIMA	DIKSHIT

•	MADHUSUDAN	BALAKRISHNA	MO

•	MADHUWANTI	KALE

•	MAHAROOKH	GURUDAS	KAMAT

•	MAHENDRA	KUMAR	BAJAJ

•	MAHENDRA	KUMAR	KHANNA

•	MAHESH	SHIVNANADAN	SHARMA

•	MALA	PREMAL	SUKKAWALA

•	MALATHI	BABU

•	MALLADI	R	P

•	MALLIKA	ANNE	LEMOS

•	MALPANI	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	MAMATHA

•	MAMTA	NARESH	CHOITHANI

•	MANDAR	KARNIK

•	MANDIRA	MUKHOPADHYAY

•	MANEESHA	PEDNEKAR

•	MANEESHA	VINAYAK	SAWANT

•	MANGESH	KULKARNI

•	MANI	PARAMESWAR	MOHAN

•	MANINDER	CHEEMA

•	MANINDRA	KAPOOR

•	MANISH	ANIL	KHUSHALANI

•	MANISH	BHATIA

•	MANISH	SAHI

•	MANJIT	SINGH	CHADHA

•	MANJU	VAISH

•	MANJULA	DEVI	KUTURU

•	MANMOHAN	SINGH

•	MANMOHAN	SINGH

•	MANOHAR	H	JAISING

•	MANOHARLAL	ANAND

•	MANOJ	K

•	MANOJ	KAMANI

•	MANOJ	KUMAR	NEELAPAREDDY

•	MANOJ	MAHENDRU

•	MANORAMA	HARISH	SHAH

•	MANORAMA	PANT	PEMMARAJU

•	MANPREET	SINGH

•	MANSI	PATHAK

•	MANU	KANT

•	MANYA

•	MANYU	VERMA

•	MARIA	LIGIA	PEREIRA

•	MARIAMMA	ZACHARIAH

•	MARIO	PETER	ANDRADES

•	MARIPI	DILEEP	KUMAR

•	MARY	BERNADETTE	LARIVE

•	MATHIYAVARNAM	M	THEVAR

•	MAXIMA	INTERNATIONAL	TRADERS	 
	 PVT	LTD

•	MAY	FLORENCE	VIJAY

•	MAYANK	BHARGAVA

•	MAYANK	KAUL

•	MEDHA	ANAND

•	MEDIA	4

•	MEENA	V	BHAT

•	MEENAKSHI	ANIL	KHUSHALANI

•	MEHER	Z	NAGARWALLA

•	MEHLI	M	GOLVALA

•	MEHUL	MAHENDRA	PARMAR

•	MELVIN	PEREIRA

•	MERWIN	DSOUZA

•	MICHAEL	PEREIRA

•	MIHIR	ARUN	VAGH

•	MILAN	HARESH	PARIKH

•	MILIND	LABHE

•	MINOCHA	ENTERPRISES	PVT	LTD

•	MITAL

•	MM	FORGINGS	LTD

•	MOHAN	BHANDARKAR

•	MOHAN	KUMAR	M

•	MOHAN	LAL	KARNANI

•	MOHAN	LAL	VARYANI

•	MOHAN	M	MANKIKAR

•	MOHAN	RAO	S

•	MOHANDEEP	SINGH	DUGGAL

•	MOHANRAM	P	J

•	MOHD	SHAHFARAZ	KHAN

•	MOHINDER	PAL	VASUDEVA

•	MOHIT	GANDHI

•	MOHIT	KOHLI

•	MOHIT	KUMAR	SAINI

•	MONOJIT	KUMAR

•	MOUSHUMI	KHOT

•	MRINALINI	DUTT

•	MUKESH	KUMAR	SINHA

•	MUKUL	GULATI

•	MUKUL	MOHAN	MITTAL

•	MUKUL	ROHATGI
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•	MUKUND	VINAYAK	KAKATKAR

•	MURALI	M	NATRAJAN

•	MURTUZA	T	GADIWALA

•	MURTY	VALIVETI

•	MUSTAFA	MANSURALI	CHAKERA

•	N	CHANDRIKA

•	N	GOPALARATNAM

•	N	GOPALKRISHNAN

•	N	R	R	PAI

•	N	SAMBASIVA	SIVA	RAO

•	N	SAVITHRAMMA

•	NAAZNEEN	BEHRAM	BALSARA

•	NADINE	MARIE	LEMOS

•	NAGADEEPTI	NAIK

•	NAGAMANI	A	C

•	NAGARAJAN	SRIPADARAJAN

•	NAGENDRA	KUMAR	AMBASHANKER

•	NAINA	KRISHNAMURTHY

•	NALLATHAMBI	NARASIMMAN

•	NAMRATA	JAIN

•	NANAK	S	GHATALIA

•	NANDA	KUMAR

•	NANDINI	D”	SOUZA

•	NANDINI	N	NAGARAJAN

•	NANDITA	JACOB

•	NAOMI	JOSEPH	ISRAEL

•	NARASINGHAM

•	NARAYAN	GIRI	SWAMY

•	NARAYAN	JANARDAN	JAIL

•	NARAYANAN	RAMANATHAN

•	NARENDHAR	RAO	SOMA

•	NARESH	AGARWAL

•	NATARAJA	IYER	&	CO

•	NAVAZ	FALI	DESAI

•	NAVEEN	CHAUDHARY

•	NAVIN	DOSHI

•	NAVNEET	KUMAR

•	NAVNEETH	KRISHNAN

•	NAVNEETH	KRISHNAN

•	NAVROZ	H	SEERVAI

•	NAZNEEN	PATEL

•	NEELA	NAIK

•	NEELA	PRASAD

•	NEELAM	SIBAL

•	NEENA	BHATIA

•	NEERAJ	BERRY

•	NEERAJA	KULKARNI

•	NEERU	KAKAR

•	NEPO	J	FERNANDIS

•	NERGISH	NARIMAN

•	NESTOR	PEREIRA

•	NEVILLE	M	CONTRACTOR

•	NIBEDITA	DAS

•	NIKETA	THAKUR

•	NIKHIL	N	TALATI

•	NIMIT	RATHOD

•	NIRAJ	J	TRIVEDI

•	NIRANJAN	CHIDDARWAR

•	NIRANJAN	SUNDARARAMAN

•	NIRMAL	RAJANI

•	NIRMALA	JOSEPH

•	NIRPINDER	SINGH

•	NISHAN	HASSAN

•	NITIKA	BHANDARI

•	NITIN	GETAM

•	NITIN	TULI

•	NOOR	MOHAMMED

•	OLYPUB	PVT	LTD

•	OMKAR	ASHOK	DANGE

•	ONE97	COMMUNICATION	INDIA	 
	 PVT	LTD

•	OORAVIS	J	PANTHAKI

•	P	J	REDDY

•	P	JANAK	SRIKANTH

•	P	JANARTHANAN

•	P	JHANSI	RANI

•	P	PENTIAH

•	P	V	RAJ

•	P	V	RAJEEV	SEBASTIAN

•	PADMAJA	NAIR

•	PADMAKAR	GAIKWAD

•	PALOMITA	PATEL

•	PANCHTARNI

•	PANKAJ	GANDHI

•	PANKAJ	GUPTA

•	PANKAJ	JALOTE

•	PANKAJ	JHA

•	PANKAJ	SINGH

•	PANKAJ	SRIVASTAVA

•	PANKAJ	THAPAR

•	PANNA	PATEL

•	PARAMJEET	SINGH

•	PARAMJIT	GUPTA

•	PARIKH	ENTERPRISES	PVT	LTD

•	PARTHA	KUMAR	MUKHOPADHYAY

•	PARUL	SINGH

•	PARVATHY	NAIR

•	PARVINDER	VIR	HANS

•	PATEL	VIJAIKUMAR	VASANTRAI

•	PATTATHIL	VENUGOPAL

•	PAUL	DSILVA

•	PERINDEVI	YELLAMRAJU

•	PEROWSHAW	DHUNJISHAW	BOLTON	 
	 CHARITIES

•	PHILIP	EAPEN

•	PONSIL	NADAR

•	POONAM	KISHORE

•	POONAMJEET	KAUR	BAINS

•	PRABHAKAR	B	K

•	PRABHAKARA	H	R

•	PRABHAKARA	RAO	PULIVINDALA

•	PRACHI

•	PRADEEP	AGARWALA

•	PRADEEP	CHATTERJI

•	PRADEEP	KULKARNI

•	PRADEEP	NAKHATE

•	PRADYUMNA	N	SHAH

•	PRAJIT	K	BASU

•	PRAKASH	HOLLA

•	PRAKASH	JAGANNATH	LAKHAPATE

•	PRAKASH	JAIN

•	PRAKASH	KULKARNI

•	PRAKASH	RAO	CHALIMEDA

•	PRAMILLA	MATHUR

•	PRANAV	ASHWIN	MUKUL

•	PRANAY	SWADESH	KAPOOR

•	PRANAY

•	PRASANNA	KUMAR

•	PRATAP	BABURAO	KAMAT

•	PRATAP	RATILAL	MERCHANT

•	PRATEEK

•	PRATHAM	AGARWAL

•	PRAVANJAN	GOCHHAYAT

•	PRAVEEN	KENNETH

•	PRAVIN	MOUDGILL

•	PREETI	PRITHYANI

•	PREETI	WAGHMARE

•	PREM	BAVEJA

•	PREM	KISHORE	MUDIGONDA

•	PREM	SHANKAR

•	PRERNA	PRAKASH

•	PRIYA	DOOGAL

•	PRIYADARSHI	MASHURWALA

•	PROMILA	RANI

•	PRVEEN	THAKUR

•	PUNEET	SETH
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•	PUNNU	SINGH

•	PUNYSTU	TRUST

•	PURAN	CHANDRA	JAIN

•	R	ARIVAZHAGAN

•	R	C	SRIMAL

•	R	F	TOORKEY

•	R	K	RAVICHANDER

•	R	LOGANATHAN	UYSM	(RETD)

•	R	N	B	D	G	FOUNDATION

•	R	P	CHADHA

•	R	PREM	DAYABAR

•	R	R	ARUNA	CHANDRA	BABU

•	R	RAMAMURTHY

•	R	SAROJA

•	R	SUBRAMANIAN

•	R	V	SHAH

•	RAAJYASRI	N	J

•	RADHA	GURUNATH	RAO

•	RADHIKA	PINJARLA

•	RAGHAV	ARORA

•	RAGHUNATH	PRASAD

•	RAGHURAM	D	SHENOY

•	RAGHURAM	MOOLKY	KAMATH

•	RAGHUVEER	R

•	RAHUL	KADAM

•	RAHUL	OJHA

•	RAJ	CHANDRA

•	RAJ	KUMAR	SINGH

•	RAJAN	T	BHAVNANI

•	RAJANI	KONANTAMBIGI

•	RAJARAM	RAGHUNATHAN

•	RAJARAMAN	C	IYER

•	RAJARAMAN	PAPAGUDI	 
	 VENKATACHALAM

•	RAJAT	KUMAR	GUPTA

•	RAJEEV	GUPTA

•	RAJEEV	GUPTA

•	RAJEEV	YADAV

•	RAJENDRA	DANGWAL

•	RAJENDRA	KUMAR

•	RAJENDRA	PAL	SINGH	(RETD)

•	RAJENDRA	VEDULA

•	RAJESH	ANAND

•	RAJESH	MARKANDA

•	RAJESH	PATIL

•	RAJINDER	NATH

•	RAJINDER	PAL	SINGH	ANAND

•	RAJINDER	SINGH	CHAUDHARY	AVSM	 
	 (RETD)

•	RAJIV	GUPTA

•	RAJIV	GUPTA

•	RAJIV	KUMAR	JAIN

•	RAJIV	SAXENA

•	RAJIV	SWAMY

•	RAJNEESH	BHATIA

•	RAJNEESH	KHANNA

•	RAJNISH	KUMAR	DUGGAL

•	RAJUL	SOGANI

•	RAJWANT

•	RAKESH	KUMAR	JAIN

•	RAKESH	KUMAR	KALRA

•	RAKESH	MISHRA

•	RAKESH	R	KALWANI

•	RAKSHIT	ASHOK	KALRA

•	RAMA	JAYANTI

•	RAMA	SUBRAMANYA	SAGAR

•	RAMAL	CHARITIES

•	RAMAN	KUMAR	WADHWA

•	RAMANATHAN	RAMASAMY

•	RAMANDHAN	GANESH

•	RAMASAMY	SUBBARAJU

•	RAMASWAMI	KOCHUMADOM	 
	 SIVARAMAN

•	RAMASWAMY	LAKSHMAMAN	SHANTHI

•	RAMASWAMY	PARASURAMAN

•	RAMBHAI	KHODABHAI	PATEL

•	RAMCHANDRAN	RAGHUNATHAN

•	RAMCO	STEELS	PVT	LTD

•	RAMESH	CHANDRA	AMBA

•	RAMESH	GANESH	SANDU

•	RAMESH	K

•	RAMESH	KUMAR	BATTA

•	RAMESH	KUMAR	NADGOUD

•	RAMESH	KUMAR	PULLABHATLA

•	RAMESH	L	BIJLANI

•	RAMESH	SOUNDER	RAJAN

•	RAMESH	VALECHA

•	RAMJI	SHAH

•	RAMKRISHNA	SHARMA

•	RAMNIWAS	GAINDI	DEVI	SHARDA	 
	 CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	RAMU	SITARAM	DEORA

•	RANA	AJAY	KUMAR

•	RANGA	GOPALASWAMI

•	RANGA	SHETTY

•	RAOJIBHAI	MATHURBHAI	PATEL

•	RASHMI	DUGGAL

•	RASHMI	YOGENDRA	KANODIA

•	RASHMIN

•	RASHNA	MISTRY

•	RATHAN	NORONHA

•	RATNAKAR	S	SHETTY

•	RATUL	PAUL

•	RAVI	CHANDRAN

•	RAVI	GOPAL	IYER

•	RAVI	JOHN	KARUTHEDATH

•	RAVI	KRISHNAMURTHY

•	RAVI	SESHAGIRI	RAO	P

•	RAVIKUMAR	R

•	RAVINDRA	ATHALYE

•	RAVINDRA	GUPTA

•	RAVINDRA	SIDLAGHATTA	 
	 RAMAMURTHY

•	RAWEL	SINGH	ANAND

•	REETIKA	JINDAL

•	REGHU	RAMAN	KIZHATIL

•	REKHA	RAMAPRASAD

•	RENU	MAHINDRO

•	RICHA

•	RIDDHI	DUBEY

•	RISHITA	PANCHAL	JANI

•	RITA	BOSE

•	RITA	SAKSENA

•	RITA	SINGH

•	RITESH	BANERJEE

•	RITESH	JAIN

•	RITU	MALHOTRA

•	ROBIN	JOE	D’SOUZA

•	ROHAN	CHOPRA

•	ROHINI	MUKHARJEE

•	ROHIT	B	PATEL

•	ROHIT	CHAND	KHOSLA

•	ROHIT	KAPUR

•	ROHIT	KUMAR

•	ROHIT	MISHRA

•	ROHIT	NANDA

•	ROHIT	SINGHAL

•	ROMILLA	SAWHNEY

•	RON	NAINAN

•	ROOPA	DILIPKUMAR	DAVE

•	ROOPAK	VASANT	VAIDYA

•	ROSHAN	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	ROY	CHAN

•	RUCHI	MATHUR

•	RUKMANI	DABKARA

•	RUNA	SINGHA	ROY

•	RUTA	AMAR	UMBERJEE
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•	S	JAYARAMAN

•	S	KRISHNA	KUMAR

•	S	KRISHNAN

•	S	MURALIKRISHNAN

•	S	P	S	CHAUHAN

•	S	RAJAGOPALAN

•	S	RAMAMURTI

•	S	S	BHINDER

•	S	SUBRAMANYAM	REDDY

•	S	U	MOTORS	PVT	LTD

•	S	VAIJAYANTHI

•	SABITHA	JAIRAJ

•	SACHIN	R	BIYANI

•	SACHIN	SHETTY

•	SACHIT	DHAWAN

•	SADHANA	RAO

•	SADIQ	SHAIK

•	SAHANA	HARISH

•	SAHANA	RAJARAM

•	SAHIL	KAMBOJ

•	SAI	ROOPA	GAJJALA

•	SAIRABEE	NAINAR	RAWTHER

•	SALIM	J	ABDULLA

•	SAMIR	DESHMUKH

•	SAMIT	DATTA

•	SAMIT	KUMAR	GHODKE

•	SAMPAT	SINGH	BIST

•	SAMPATH	RANGANATHAN

•	SAMPATH	SRINIVASAN

•	SANDEEP	BAHL

•	SANDEEP	BAJPAI

•	SANDEEP	DAS

•	SANDEEP	SAHNEY

•	SANDEEP	V	TAMBAKU

•	SANDEEP	VERMA

•	SANDRA	OLIVER

•	SANGEETA	GUPTA

•	SANGITA	MOHANTY

•	SANJANA	AGGARWAL

•	SANJAY	AGGARWAL

•	SANJAY	DALAL

•	SANJAY	GURJAR

•	SANJAY	KONDIRAM	TAWARE

•	SANJAY	KUMAR

•	SANJAY	RAI

•	SANJAY	RAZDAN

•	SANJEEV	KULKARNI

•	SANJEEV	RAGHUWANSHI

•	SANJIV	WAZIR

•	SANKALP	YADAV

•	SANNIV	KHARE

•	SANTOSH	MOHANTY

•	SAPNA

•	SARASWATHI	BASKARAN

•	SARAVANAN	SUNDARAM

•	SARITA	SHARMA

•	SARLA	UTEESHKUMAR	DHAR

•	SAROJA	UDUPA

•	SAROJINI	MARIO	DMELLO

•	SAROSH	IRANI

•	SAROSH	S	TANGRI

•	SASANKA	SEKHAR	RATH

•	SATISH	BABU

•	SATISH	C	KOCHAR

•	SATISH	KAMATH

•	SATISH	KANNAN

•	SATISH	KUMAR	GOYAL

•	SATISH	RAJARAM	WAGHMARE

•	SATYA	SARUP	TALWAR

•	SATYAMURTHY	POLEPALLE

•	SAURABH	TAMRAKAR

•	SAVAK	FARAMROZE	JOKHI

•	SEEMA	A	SHETYE

•	SELWYN	M	J	NORONHA

•	SENTHAMARAI	STALIN

•	SETH	KEARSASP	MEHERJIBHOY	 
	 MISTRY	PUBLIC	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	SHABBIR	T	K

•	SHABNAM	SINHA

•	SHABNUM	GREWAL

•	SHAILATA	ASAVE

•	SHAILENDRA	PATEL

•	SHAILESH	PUTHRAN

•	SHALOO	GUPTA

•	SHAM	SUNDER	SETH

•	SHANKALP	MOHANTY

•	SHANKAR	PEJAVAR

•	SHANKAR	VENKATARAMAN

•	SHANMUGA	KANTHIMATHINATHAN

•	SHANTHA	KRISHNAN

•	SHANTU	D	NANGIA

•	SHARAD	KUMAR	GARHWAL

•	SHARAD	PRALHAD	JODH

•	SHARDA	AMARNATH

•	SHARDA	CRISHNA

•	SHARMILA	ROY

•	SHASHANK	KUMAR

•	SHASHI	KIRAN	THAKUR

•	SHASHI	SRIVASTAVA

•	SHASHIKANT	PHENE

•	SHASHWAT	JAIN

•	SHAUNAK	ATUL	VAIDYA

•	SHAYANA	LINGOO	BIDIWALA	&	CO

•	SHEELA	M	JAISING

•	SHEKHAR	GANESH	TOVER

•	SHEKHAR	N	SAKHWALKAR

•	SHEROO	HOSHANG	MUNSHI

•	SHIB	SANKER	MUKHERJI

•	SHIBANI	BHATTACHARYA

•	SHILPA	GOWDA

•	SHIRAZ	RUSTOMJEE

•	SHIRISH	GANAPATHI	RAO

•	SHITIZ	MODI

•	SHIV	KUMAR

•	SHIVANAND	MOHANTY

•	SHOBHA	ANIL	CHITRE

•	SHOBHANA	B	SHAH

•	SHREE	POOJA	OVERSEAS	PVT	LTD

•	SHREYA	BHAGWANTH

•	SHREYA	GADEPALLI

•	SHRI	K	KOTI	REDDY	AND	SMT	K	RAMA	 
	 SUBHAMMA	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	SHRI	SHANTI	NATH	CHARITABLE	 
	 TRUST

•	SHRIHARI	GOKHALE

•	SHRIKANT	BALASAHEB	SUSE

•	SHRIKRISHNA	VAMAN	EDKE

•	SHRUTI	JAGIRDAR

•	SHYAM	MOTIRAM	DEVIKAR

•	SHYNIMOL	GEORGE

•	SIDDARTH	JAIRAJ

•	SIDDHARTH	MEHTA

•	SIDDHARTH	SHARMA

•	SIGMA	POLYMER	INDUSTRIES

•	SITARA	COFFEE	HOUSE

•	SIVA	PRASAD	REDDY	A	G

•	SMITA	T

•	SMT	JYOTHI	&	SRI	SHANTESH	 
	 GUREDDI	FOUNDATION

•	SNEHA	GUPTA

•	SNEHA	MUNDRA

•	SNEHA

•	SNEHIL	SRIVASTAVA

•	SOFTTEAM	SOLUTIONS	PRIVATE	LTD

•	SOHAN	LAL	ARORA
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•	SONAL	WAKHLE

•	SONI	POLYMERS

•	SONIA	LEMOS

•	SOWMYA	REDDY	A	G

•	SR	BUSINESS	SOLUTIONS	PVT	LTD

•	SREE	PATEL

•	SREENATH	LINGA

•	SREEPAL	RAJAN	SINGH	NEGI

•	SRI	BABULAL	GUPTA	FOUNDATION

•	SRI	VENKATESA	TRUST

•	SRINIVAS	M

•	SRINIVAS	NARAYAN	MURTHY

•	SRINIVAS	PALAKODETI

•	SRINIVASALU	SELVAPANDIAN

•	SRINIVASAN	RAMACHANDRAN

•	SRINIVASAN

•	SRIVATSAN	V	K

•	STANISLAUS	DONALD	PEREIRA

•	STEEL	SMITH

•	STEPHEN	SAMUEL

•	STUTI	PANDEY

•	SUBASH	SAWHNEY

•	SUBHALAKSHMI	GANGULY

•	SUBHAS	CHANDRA	BASU

•	SUBHASH	A	PATWARDHAN

•	SUBHENDU	DEY

•	SUBODH	SAXENA

•	SUBRAHMANYAM	K

•	SUBRAMANIAM	ADHIMOOLAM

•	SUBRAMANIAN	BALAN	MANI

•	SUBRAMANIAN	K	S

•	SUBRAMANIAN	V

•	SUBRAMANYAN	RAMACHANDRAN

•	SUCHARITHA	J

•	SUDARSHAN	KAUSHIK

•	SUDEEP	BAID

•	SUDHAKAR	GOPALRAO	BHANDARI

•	SUDHAN	PUBLICITY

•	SUDHANSHU	SAXENA

•	SUDHIR	KUMAR	BASSI

•	SUGRABAI	&	AKBERALLY	MULLA	 
	 GULAMALLY	VADNAGARWALA	CHAR	 
	 TRUST

•	SUHAS	VENKATESH	PRABHU

•	SUJATA	LEWIS	SISODIYA

•	SUJITH	JACOB

•	SUKALYAN	MUKHERJEE

•	SUKHDEEP	SINGH

•	SUMAN	B	KALUSKAR

•	SUMAN	MAHADEV	AKKIRAJU

•	SUMAN	MALL

•	SUMEDH	SINGH	MANDLA

•	SUMITRA	PAL

•	SUNDARAM	BALASUBRAMANIAN

•	SUNDARAVEL	P

•	SUNIL	H	MOTWANE

•	SUNIL	HEMCHANDRA	MATANGE

•	SUNIL	KANT	MUNJAL

•	SUNIL	KUMAR	SURISETTI	VENKATA

•	SUNIL	KUMAR

•	SUNIL	M	GAVASKAR

•	SUNIL	MATHRANI

•	SUNIL	S	PITALE

•	SUNILA	AWASTHI

•	SUNITA	M	HIRANADANI

•	SUNITI	MADAN

•	SUNL	M	SHAH

•	SUPREME	ENTERPRISE

•	SUPRIYA	C	E

•	SUPRIYA	T

•	SUREKHA	ASSOCIATES

•	SURESH	DOL

•	SURESH	R	RASTOGI	HUF

•	SURESH	RAMACHANDRAN

•	SURESH	S	KADABA

•	SURINDAR	PRAKASH	BHANDARI

•	SURINDER	KUMAR	SAINI

•	SURYA	CHANDRA	C

•	SURYANARAYAN	CHERUKUVADA

•	SUSHEELA	PADIYAR

•	SUSHMITA	SHARMA

•	SUSHOBHITA	KUMARI

•	SUYOG	VISHWANATH	MOOGI

•	SVAN	PHARMACARE	LLP

•	SWAMINATHAN	NARAYANAN

•	SWAPNA	MALLIK

•	SWATI	GARG

•	SWATI	KHALE

•	SWATI	SAGAR	NIHALANI

•	T	DHARANEESWARAN

•	T	K	CHAKRAVARTHY

•	T	K	HARSHAN

•	T	R	BALAKRISHNAN

•	T	S	RAMAKRISHNAN

•	TAHSEEN	A	NAVROZ

•	TAMARAI	CREDIT	AND	INVESTMENTS	 
	 PVT	LTD

•	TAPESH	MITTAL

•	TARA

•	TARUN	GUPTA

•	TELANGANA	SENIOR	CITIZENS	 
	 CONFEDERATION	TESCON

•	THALLIN	S	SHETTY

•	THANAWALA	CONSULTANCY	 
	 SERVICES

•	THARAVATH	KUMARADAS

•	THE	DEPRESSED	CLASSES	MISSION	 
	 SOCIETY	OF	INDIA

•	THE	HILLA	AND	PESTONJI	MAROLIA	 
	 CHARITABL

•	THIRUMALA	BABU	CHUKKA

•	THOMAS	EMMANUEL

•	THOMAS	JACOB

•	THOMAS	MATHEW

•	THOMAS	MATHEW

•	TIRTHANKAR	CHAKRAVARTY

•	TRIPTIKUMAR	MUKHOPADHYAY

•	TRISA	BASU

•	TRISHA	DUTT

•	TULSI	RAM	SHARMA

•	UMA	AHUJA

•	UMA	DEVI	MANGAL

•	UMA	MAHAJAN

•	UMA	SHANKAR	BHATNAGAR

•	UMA	SURI

•	URMILA	SUBBARAO

•	USHA	FATTU	VASAVE

•	USHA	KRISHNAN

•	USHA	PANDIT

•	USHA	RATRA

•	USHA	SRINIVASAN

•	UTPAL	DHAR

•	UTPAL	KANTI	DEB

•	V	K	JAGAJEEVAN

•	V	K	SHANTHA

•	V	KRISHNAN

•	V	KRISHNASAMI	BHARATHI

•	V	L	RAJESH

•	V	LAKSHMINARAYANA	RAO

•	V	MAHANANDA

•	V	R	DURGAAMBA	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	V	S	CHANDRA(RETD	)

•	V	S	CHARITABLE	TRUST

•	V	S	ELIZABETH

•	V	S	GOPALAKRISHNAN

•	V	S	SHEKHAWAT(RETD	)
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•	V	SRINIVASAN

•	V	T	JAIRAJ

•	V	THARALAKSHMI

•	VADDIGIRI	MURALI	MOHAN

•	VALLABH	KADIA

•	VANI	G

•	VARENYDHISHAKT	PRDHIESUBHAAG

•	VARSHA	SAXENA

•	VARSHA	VALECHA

•	VASANT	GOVIND	THORAT

•	VASUDEO	BULCHAND	KHILNANI

•	VEENA	BHARGAVA

•	VEENA	OJHA

•	VEENA	VERMA

•	VEMUGANTI	N	BHARGAVA

•	VENKAT	ADIRAJ

•	VENKATA	RAMA	SUBRAMANYA	 
	 SARMA

•	VENKATA	RAMANA	SOMU

•	VENKATESAN	G	R

•	VENKATESH	VISWANATHAN

•	VENKATESWARLU	SHONTI

•	VENKATSUBRAMANIAM	V

•	VENUGOPAL	HONAVANAPALLI

•	VENUGOPAL	KOKA

•	VERISSIMO	COUTINHO

•	VIBHAV	RAMRAO	SANZGIRI

•	VIDYANATHAN	RAGHUNATHAN

•	VIJAY	KUMAR	CHOPRA

•	VIJAY	KUMAR	HUF

•	VIJAY	KUMAR	JAIN

•	VIJAY	KUMAR

•	VIJAY	MATHUR

•	VIJAYA	PRASAD	GOPICHANDRAN

•	VIJAYANAND	S	M

•	VIJAYATA	SHARMA

•	VIKAS	AGARWAL

•	VIKAS	AGNIHOTRI

•	VIKAS	VEDPRAKASH	CHAWLA

•	VIKAS	VIJAY	POL

•	VIKRAM	KHURANA

•	VIKRAM	KISHORE	MAHIMKAR

•	VIKRAM	MISRA

•	VINAY	KUMAR	HUF

•	VINEETH

•	VINIT

•	VINITA	ZACHARIAH

•	VINOD	K

•	VINOD	KUMAR	SHANMUGAM

•	VINOD	KUMAR	SHARMA

•	VINODH	DURAIRAJ

•	VINU	GREGORY

•	VIRAJ	BHANAGE

•	VIRENDRA	AMARNATH	MITTAL

•	VIRENDRA	KUMAR	SHARMA

•	VIRENDRAKUMAR	GUPTA

•	VISHALRAJ	JAIPAL	MAHARAJAN

•	VISHWANATH	SESHADRI

•	VITTAL	SHENOY

•	VIVEK	KUMAR	GANGRADE

•	VIVEK	KUTTIKANDY

•	VIVEK	MEHROTRA

•	VIVEK	SABHARWAL

•	VIVEK

•	WAMAN	DATTATRAY	DANDAGE

•	Y	V	RAVI	KIRAN

•	Y	V	S	R	SASTRY

•	YADAV	NANDAN	VAIDYA

•	YASMIN	KARASOYLU	VAGALE

•	YENUMALA	RAGHUNATHA	REDDY

•	YOGESH	CHOUHAN

•	YOGESH	KUMAR

•	YOGESH	SHAH

•	ZAAFIR	Z	KARACHIWALA

•	ZAKIR	A	CONTRACTOR

•	ZARIN	SAROSH	TANGRI

•	ZAVER	B	BHARUCHA

•	ZAVER	INDUSTRIES

•	ZEESHANALI	AMIRALI	DOSSA

•	ZELOS	PACKAGING	PVT	LTD

•	ZENA	BERNADETTE	BARBOSA(JT)

•	ZOLOTO	INDUSTRIES

Note: The above lists are not comprehensive
lists of our large donor base.
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FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT 2023-24

Note:	HelpAge	India’s	Annual	Report	&	full	Audited	Accounts	are	also	available	
online	at	www.helpageindia.org

GOVERNING BODY

Mr. Kiran Karnik
Chairperson

Ms. Rumjhum Chatterjee 
Vice Chairperson

Mr. Arun Nanda 
Hon. Treasurer

Mr.  J. C. Luther

Mr. Arun Seth

Mr. Pramod Bhasin

Mr. K.T. Chacko

Mr. Kaushik Dutta

Ms. Gita Nayyar

Ms. Radhika Bharat Ram

Mr. Rohit Prasad
CEO & Ex-officio Member

25%

50%

21%

4%

Where our money came from:

Individual           :   25%

Corporates         :   50%

Institutions         :   21%

Other Income     :     4%

Gross Income of HelpAge in 2022-23 was Rs. 119.25 
crores, which is 5.64 % lower than the Gross Income 
in 2021-22

85%

9%
2% 4%

How money was used:

Programmes            :  85%

Fund Raising            :    9%

Administration        :    2%

Depreciation            :    4%

5%
2%

18%

8%

10%

On what programmes was the
money spent

Health                                  :     57%

Social Protection                :       5%

Disaster Management       :       2%

Agecare Programmes         :     18%

Social Mobilisation              :       8%

Project Implementation     :     10%

57%

HELPAGE INDIA’S MISSION
To work for the cause and care of disadvantaged older persons  

and to improve their quality of life
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“The best way to find yourself, is to lose yourself in the service of others”  

- Mahatma Gandhi

Head Office: C–14,	Qutab	Institutional	Area.	New	Delhi	–	110016.
Tel. No.:	011	-	41688955	–	56. Telefax: 011	–	26852916. Email:	headoffice@helpageindia.org

Elderline (Toll free):	14567, HelpAge Elder Helpline (Toll free):	1800-180-1253

Detailed Accounts with Schedules & Audit Report are available at the Head Office. Also available online at www.helpageindia.org 

The Government of India has recognised HelpAge India’s work by according donations made to it eligible for tax exemption.


